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Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is an emerging area of mobile adhoc networks

that presents novel networking issues because of their different application requirements,

limited resources capabilities and functionalities, small packet size, and the dynamic

multi-hop transmissions. Applications include environmental and habitat monitoring

such as forest fire detection, air pollution and rainfall observation in agriculture; they

also extend to the military, education, monitoring of machine health, and medical diag-

nostics. It is unlikely to have a unified communication protocol which is suitable for

all the sensor network applications. In this context, we present the design and imple-

mentation of communication protocols for wireless sensor networks that are tailored for

event-driven systems. Since the sensor nodes are densely deployed for sufficient data

resolution, the redundancy of sensor nodes results in highly correlated data transmis-

sions from nodes due to overlapped sensing regions. The degree of spatial correlation

increases with the increase in overlapped sensing areas between the nodes (i.e., decreas-

ing inter-node distance). Therefore, every sensor node observing the event need not be

active for sensing and communication. A significant amount of energy-saving is possi-

ble by taking advantage of spatial correlation. Besides, for the dense WSNs, when the

number of nodes is more than the minimum required in the field, multiple nodes detect
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the same event simultaneously. As a result, the correlated transmissions and collisions

occur unnecessarily. The motivation is to design energy-efficient communication proto-

cols (a medium access control and a routing protocol) for wireless sensor networks that

are tailored for the event-driven systems.

In this thesis, a basic spatial correlation function has been proposed to model the

correlation characteristics of the event information observed by multiple sensors with

omni-directional coverage and communication capabilities. Two frameworks – mathe-

matical and analytical – using this new alternative correlation model have been presented

at both medium access control (MAC) and network layers. At the network layer, it is

demonstrated that how, through proper tuning of both the sensing range and the correla-

tion threshold, WSNs can be partitioned into the disjoint correlated clusters without any

degradation in the information reliability, thus enabling significant energy-saving during

data collection. At the MAC layer, extending the work of Vuran and Akyildiz [14], a

theoretical framework has been developed to estimate the event source and reconstruct

the distortion at the sink. The impact of correlation between nodes on achieved distortion

at the sink is investigated using various parameters such as sensing range, selected node

numbers and spatial node density. The performance of the proposed model in terms of

observed event distortion have been compared with what one gets with the correlation

models found in the existing literature.

Motivated by the benefits of the framework and methods, energy-efficient commu-

nication protocols (a MAC protocol called Event-MAC and a routing protocol called

PS-NLEACH) are also developed for event-driven sensing systems. They exploit the

spatial correlation to improve the system’s life-span. The spatial correlation-based, lo-

calized event-oriented MAC (Event-MAC) is developed first. It aims to reduce energy

consumption by scheduling event reports based on correlation and priorities, without

compromising the achieved distortion constraint and event latency. Next, a correlation-
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based hierarchical routing protocol (PS-NLEACH) is developed that optimizes the net-

work structure according to correlation between nodes without degrading the data reso-

lution or fidelity. The proposed protocols are simulated and compared with the existing

protocols to examine their performance.

In this thesis, the research has been presented in six Chapters. Chapter 1 provides an

introduction to sensor networks, research challenges and a brief overview of the existing

solutions. A review of existing literature is presented in Section 2. In Chapter 1, the

observations on correlations between sensor nodes, the advantages of considering spatial

correlation and the motivation behind the work presented in the thesis, have also been

highlighted.

The concept of spatial correlation using sensors with omni-directional coverage and

communication capabilities, and its advantages for energy-efficiency in WSNs has been

given in Chapter 3. The relationships between the spatial correlation and the number of

reporting nodes in the network for a given correlation threshold and distortion constraint

have been derived at the network and MAC layers in this chapter. It is found that the

densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into non-overlapping correlated regions at

the network layer. Thus, only a single node needs to be allowed to report data rather

than every node doing so, from a given correlated region, resulting in significant energy

savings during data collection. Furthermore, the results show that required data reliability

can be achieved through proper tuning of both the sensing range (ϑ) and the correlation

threshold (ξ).

With the signal processing perceptive, for the estimation and reconstruction of the

event source at the sink, the optimum/minimum node density within an event area can be

calculated to minimize the observed event distortion. This happens when the reporting

nodes are chosen such that (i) they should be as close as possible to the event source

location, and (ii) as far as possible from each other. At MAC layer, the performance of
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the proposed model in terms of achieved distortion at the sink has been compared with

the existing methods. The comparative study shows that the proposed correlation model

outperforms the existing correlation models. It is observed that the minimum number of

nodes can be achieved by tuning of sensing range (ϑ) for a given distortion constraint

(Dmax) according to the requirement of the application.

In Chapter 4, the developed spatial correlation-based, localized event-oriented MAC

(Event-MAC) has been presented based on the framework presented in Chapter 3 for

event-driven wireless sensor networks. The prioritized selection of reporting nodes ac-

cording to the spatial correlation, the received energy level from the event source, resid-

ual energy, type of data packet, queue length and packet delay, has also been discussed.

The MAC performance could be improved by prioritized scheduling of the nodes in the

influencing region when an event is detected by the nodes. A dynamic slot allocation

technique is activated in the influencing region that assigns time-slots to the reporting

nodes according to the correlation and priorities. Event-MAC guarantees collision-free

channel access and eliminates redundant transmissions.

Based on the framework developed in Chapter 3, a correlation based hierarchical

routing protocol, called PS-NLEACH has been developed and presented in Chapter 5. As

the node selection phase is inserted at the start of N-LEACH in this algorithm, it is named

as Pre-Selected N-LEACH (PS-NLEACH). PS-NLEACH divides the entire sensor field

into several correlated sub-regions and selects a subset of nodes as the representatives

of the regions. These representative nodes later execute a dynamic clustering N-LEACH

algorithm to collect data during each round. Simulation results show that PS-NLEACH

reduces the energy consumption of nodes and improves the system’s life-span under the

given data resolution which is tuned by the correlation threshold parameter.

Finally, the major conclusions of the present work and the scope for future work have

been given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter1
Introduction

The recent developments in low-cost, low-power sensor nodes which are capable of

sensing, computing and transmitting sensory data over a large geographical area by co-

operatively monitoring physical or environmental conditions, e.g., temperature, sound,

vibration, pressure, etc., have enabled many sensor network applications. Applications

include environmental and habitat monitoring such as forest fire detection, air pollution

and rainfall observation in agriculture; they also extend to the military, education, mon-

itoring of machine health, and medical diagnostics. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

usually comprise of a large number of sensor nodes deployed randomly in a highly dy-

namic and hostile environment. As the sensory coverage (sensing range) and network

connectivity (communication range) of sensor nodes are limited, in any random deploy-

ment, one has to deploy nodes with sufficiently high density. This helps in maintaining

the desired level of coverage for sufficient sensory data resolution for sufficient opera-

tional lifetime [1].

WSNs are usually event-driven systems where several nodes try to transmit data when

any physical phenomena of interest (PoIs) is detected. Thus the collective efforts of these

sensor nodes play an important role in reliable detection of PoIs. The sensing process is

usually omni-directional [2]. A node can detect an event within its limited sensing range.

1
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Event detection depends on the sensed strength of the emitted event signal, properties

of physical phenomena, the sensed events’ features and the hardware of the node. An

event may trigger a large number of nodes for sensing and transmission. For example, in

surveillance applications, a target in a sensor field will be detected by several nodes in its

proximity. These nodes become active and send reports about the target to the sink.

WSNs are densely deployed to assure fine-grain monitoring in various applications. It

may be as high as 20 nodes/m2 or more [1]. Since the nodes are densely deployed, trans-

missions of information from nodes are spatially correlated. The redundant correlated

data is observed due to the common sensing area between the nodes. The degree of spatial

correlation increases with the increase in common sensing area between nodes. Various

solutions have been proposed in the literature to provide information-driven strategies by

the observing data correlation, specially in the densely deployed WSNs. To avoid redun-

dancy and achieve just the required resolution of data, it is desirable to limit the number

of reporting nodes, so that the nodes send only the data containing useful information to

the sink. However, there could be a trade-off between energy consumption and the qual-

ity of information. In this thesis, a set of protocols is proposed to improve the life-span

of the network while achieving the desired quality of information.

A brief overview of WSNs is given in this chapter. After that, the existing solutions

and the motivation behind the work in the present thesis are discussed. The problem

formulation and assumptions are briefly summarized at the end. The performance metrics

used in present thesis for analysis have also been discussed. Finally, the organization of

the thesis is outlined.

1.1 Background

As stated earlier, a WSN consists of a large number of sensor nodes deployed ran-

domly inside or close to the physical phenomenon. These sensor nodes cooperatively
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Sink

Figure 1.1: Wireless Sensor Network Overview

monitor physical and environmental conditions such as temperature, sound, vibration

and humidity. The sensor readings collected by these sensor nodes are transmitted over

a wireless channel to the distant node, known as the base station or the sink. The pri-

mary function of a sensor network is to sample sensory information from the designated

area and transmit it to the sink. The sink mostly forwards all the data by a wire-line or

an independent wireless network to the control center as shown in Fig. 1.1. The sensor

nodes in the network operate as a collective structure which makes this type of network

different from traditional ad-hoc networks. Due to dependency on sensors for generating

data, the traffic is variable and correlated. Most of the time, the traffic changes little over

long periods, and can be very intense for short periods of time. This correlated bursty

traffic is characteristic of densely deployed sensor networks.

In general, the application domains of WSNs are classified into three main categories:

periodic reporting, event-based reporting, and query-based reporting. In periodic report-

ing, sensor nodes collect data regularly and send it periodically to the sink. In event-based

reporting, sensor nodes send the reports only when a special event of interest is detected.

For example, in the case of an application to detect forest fires, when temperature above

a threshold limit is detected by the sensor nodes in the region, these nodes become active
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and send alarm messages to the sink. In query-based reporting, the sink node requests

a subset of nodes to send their collected data. This thesis deals with the event-based

reporting applications.

A high density of sensor nodes is required to provide full coverage of an area un-

der observation [2, 3]. For dense WSNs, when the number of nodes is more than the

minimum required number of nodes in the field, multiple nodes detect the same event

simultaneously. As a result, the collisions and correlated transmissions of event reports

become critical issues. In this thesis, the main focus is on densely deployed WSNs with

the correlated data.

Each node has only limited battery power to operate, and this can deplete easily. The

life of a network depends on the power available with the nodes. It would be impossible

to replace/change the battery since sensor networks are usually deployed in unattended

environments. In some cases, sensor nodes can harvest energy from surroundings such as

solar power. However external power supply cannot be reliable solution due to possible

non-deterministic behavior of external sources. Consequently, the major bottleneck in

WSNs is battery life. Therefore, the primary challenge is to focus on a network’s life-

span by conserving the battery power, so that the network can work for months or years

after deployment without any further power supply requirement [1, 4, 5]. It is important

to note that communication among nodes consumes more power than the computation.

Effective deployment will decide how efficiently the communication is managed over

a network that operates for years. Communication is essential (i) to provide collaboration

between neighboring nodes to help in observing accurate PoIs and (ii) to report these PoIs

to the sink. But, the communication is also error-prone, and consumes a large amount

of energy and has a limited range requiring more nodes to relay the information over the

network [1]. All these factors limit the life-span of the sensor network. In typical sensor

motes like IRIS-It or MicaZ, the energy consumed to relay one bit of data is equivalent
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to that consumed in the execution of several hundred instructions. Therefore, managing

communication according to network traffic is the key challenge in the design of energy-

efficient communication protocols for WSNs.

1.2 Existing Solutions and Motivation

As stated before, since a major resource bottleneck is energy rather than computing

capability, several energy-efficient MAC protocols [6, 7] and energy-efficient routing

protocols [8, 9] have been proposed in the literature. These protocols aim to turn off

some nodes completely when they are not needed. As a result, a significant amount of

energy saving is achieved by these schemes. MAC protocols [6, 7] suggest wake-up

scheduling schemes to put the nodes in sleep mode whenever they are not needed. On

the other hand, routing protocols [8, 9] take into account the sleep schedules of the nodes

for their efficient routing. Although these protocols increase the life-span of the network,

there can always be some redundant data gathered by multiple sensors in the network.

In densely deployed WSNs, a large volume of data may be generated and is available

for transmission when an event is detected by the sensor nodes in their proximity. In

such a scenario, all these nodes transmit a lot of redundant data. For example, in Fig. 1.2,

nodes A, B, C and D are shown with their respective sensing ranges which are indicated

by dashed circles. Here, the sensing area of node B is also fully covered by its neighbours

A, C, D together. Therefore, event information observed by the sensor node B will also

be sensed by its neighbours. B is found to be a redundant node in this case as, even if

B is not there, the reliable event reporting will happen. The high density of redundant

nodes in a WSN permits higher data resolution but at the expense of the energy used in

transmitting extra bits to the sink. It is desirable to limit the number of reporting nodes

to achieve just the desired resolution.

Based on the observations made above, most of the solutions [10, 3, 5] adopt coverage-
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Figure 1.2: Coverage area of nodes, indicating that node B is redundant.

based scheduling schemes. In these schemes, redundant nodes are identified based on the

sensing ranges of nodes. A coverage-based scheduling scheme first selects the nodes us-

ing pairwise geographic distance between them. The selected nodes then sample the

sensor field uniformly over the space. The coverage-based schemes may not work well

where sensor readings may change in some sub-regions due to a change in the local mea-

surement. For example, in the case of temperature measurement, two nearby nodes can

observe different readings if one of them is in sunshine while the other one is in shadow.

Consequently, these methods rely only on sensing coverage which may not be an effi-

cient or effective method. In addition, these methods do not consider the observed data

for spatial correlation between nodes. Intuitively, correlating the data measured by the

nodes may help to select the nodes more efficiently.

To capture the spatial correlation in event data and take advantage of it for energy

efficiency, several theoretical methods and protocols have been proposed [11, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18]. Recently, the relation between the distortion, spatio-temporal correlation

and the event estimation reliability for large sensor networks has been investigated [11,

19, 20]. In [19], the combined effect of spatial and temporal correlation for both point and

field sources has been studied. The spatio-temporal characteristics are derived in terms
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of distortion functions using models of point and field sources. Based on the aspects

of correlation in WSNs, according to information theory, efficient medium access [14]

and reliable event transport [20] protocols have been proposed to exploit the spatial and

temporal correlations respectively. Another design criteria is to compress the sensed

information at an optimum rate by using distributed source coding techniques [12, 13,

21, 22]. These include Slepian-Wolf coding and communication coding to reduce the

amount of data. It has been proved that event information can be reconstructed with high

confidence even from a reduced number of sources, if they are correlated.

The above research relies on the intuition that sensor nodes in spatially close prox-

imity can observe the correlation in data. However, there is no suitable model which

considers the real network conditions of WSNs. Since there are various choices in im-

plementation and in the configuration of the networks, it is possible to design different

models to fit different circumstances. A model must be chosen according to the properties

of the physical phenomena and the features of the sensed events. The events’ features

vary significantly for energy-radiating physical phenomena originating in the field. A

fitting model would also take into account the real conditions of the network such as

sensing range, location of nodes and the distances between them.

1.3 Objectives

WSNs are usually event-driven systems where several nodes try to transmit data when

any event of interest happens. Thus the collective efforts of these sensor nodes play an

important role in reliable event detection [11]. Since the sensor nodes are densely de-

ployed, the redundancy of sensor nodes results in highly correlated data transmissions

from nodes due to overlapped sensing regions. The degree of spatial correlation in-

creases with the increase in overlapped sensing areas between the nodes (i.e., decreasing

inter-node distance). Therefore, every sensor node observing the event need not be ac-
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tive for sensing and communication. A significant amount of energy-saving is possible

by taking advantage of spatial correlation. The motivation is to design energy-efficient

communication protocols for energy-constrained wireless sensor networks by exploiting

spatial correlation.

Besides, for the dense WSNs, when the number of nodes is greater than the minimum

required in the field, multiple nodes detect the same event simultaneously. As a result,

correlated transmissions and collisions occur unnecessarily.

The fundamental aim of the work in the present thesis is to increase the life-span of

the sensor networks. In this thesis, a model framework has been presented to discover

the correlation of event information as observed by the reporting nodes. The model is ap-

plicable only to the omni-directional sensor nodes which are widely used in WSNs. The

event source estimation and reconstruction of the distortion at the sink has been investi-

gated. The impact of correlation between nodes on achieved distortion at the sink is in-

vestigated. The performance of the proposed model in terms of observed event distortion

have been compared with what one gets with existing correlation models. Based on this

theoretical framework, energy-efficient MAC and routing protocols have been proposed.

The proposed MAC protocol, known as Event-MAC is a novel hybrid TDMA/CSMA

MAC which takes into account spatial correlation and priorities on node scheduling for

efficient event reporting. By activating Event-MAC, only when an event is detected, its

dynamic time-slot allocation guarantees collision-free channel access with full channel

utilization in the event area. This avoids the unnecessary transmissions and collision in

densely deployed event-driven sensor networks. At the network layer, it is demonstrated

that how, through proper tuning of both the sensing range and the correlation threshold,

WSNs can be partitioned into the disjoint correlated clusters without degradation of the

information reliability, thus enabling significant energy-saving during data collection.

Based on the results obtained from the model framework, a hierarchical routing protocol
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named PS-NLEACH has been proposed, which takes advantage of spatial correlation for

energy efficiency during data collection in WSNs.

The two fundamental measures of quality of service (QoS) in WSNs are (i) sensing

coverage that provides the maximum detection rate of events and (ii) network connec-

tivity that provides fast delivery of a detected event to the sink. By considering both the

measures, this research captures the spatial correlation of an underlying sensor field and

use it for efficient communication protocols in WSNs. As an extension work of [14],

this thesis deals with techniques of node selection which exploit the spatial correlation

for reliable and efficient communication. The following objectives have been achieved

in this thesis.

• Modelling of the correlation characteristics based on the Omni-directional sensing

and to theoretically analyze the impact of the spatial correlation between the nodes

at both the MAC and the network layers.

• Development of node selection techniques using a new alternative correlation model,

at both MAC and network layers and study the impact of the correlation between

nodes using various parameters such as distortion constraints, spatial node density,

node selection number and sensing range.

• Development of a collision-free, localized, event-oriented MAC protocol based

on the framework that exploits the spatial correlation in a distributive fashion for

event-driven sensor network applications.

• Development of an energy-efficient clustering technique based on the correlation

threshold without compromising the information reliability during data collection

for WSNs.
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1.4 Network model assumptions

The following assumptions are made to develop framework and protocols in this

thesis.

• Homogeneous sensor network: The sensor network applications are assumed to

consider the sensor nodes having equal initial energy and similar capabilities (com-

munication, processing etc.).

• Sensor nodes without mobility: The sensor nodes are assumed to be static in the

networks. Their positions are fixed throughout their lifetime.

• Single Channel sensor node: The proposed protocols are designed to work for

simplex radio architecture only.

• Sensing and communication rage: A sensor node is characterized by sensing cov-

erage (sensing range) and network connectivity (communication range). All sensor

nodes follow the omni-directional sensing mode, in which each node can recon-

struct event at every point in a r-radius disk area centered at its location. A sensor

node can detect all events within such a disk whereas no event outside the disk can

be detected [2, 23].

• Densely deployed sensor network: To promise the fine-grain monitoring, sensor

nodes are assumed to be densely deployed (e.g., 20 nodes/m3) [4].

• Event-driven Systems: WSNs are considered as event-driven systems, where sev-

eral nodes get activated for reporting data when an event of interest happens in

the sensor field. It is considered that the collective efforts of sensor nodes play an

important role in reliable event reporting.
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1.5 Performance Metrics

In this thesis, the simulation results for performance analysis are obtained using sim-

ulation tools discussed in Appendix A. The followings are the performance metrics used

for analysis.

• Average energy consumption: It is the average consumed energy per node per unit

time. It is an important metric to measure the life of network since WSN has

limited energy after deployment.

• Success rate: It is also important to evaluate the efficiency of a MAC protocol as

higher success rate corresponds to less collisions. It is defined as the ratio of the

number of received reports by the sink to the number of transmitted reports by the

nodes in the event area.

• Distortion: It is the average distortion measured at the sink using the distortion

function derived in the present work. The distortion is calculated over all the re-

ceived reports at the sink.

• Coverage ratio: It is used to evaluate the performance of the node selection schemes.

It is defined as the ratio of total area of field covered by the correlation regions of

representative nodes to the area covered by all potential reporting nodes (i.e., event

area). Higher coverage ratio denotes better event reporting as larger fraction of

event area is covered by the selected reporting nodes.

• Event latency: It is the average transmission latency i.e. the time elapsed since the

transmission of event reports by nodes to the instant of successful reception by the

sink.

• Detection latency: It is defined as the time duration between the occurrence of an

event and the time instant when the sink gets the first notification of it (as an alarm
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message [24]). Unlike event latency, it includes the delay in primary decision and

transmission delay in the routes of reports using routing procedure.

1.6 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 presents the literature survey. In Chapter 3, a basic correlation model has

been introduced to represent the correlation characteristics between sensors with omni-

directional coverage capabilities. Inspired by the model framework, we extend the work

of [14] and [15] using our sensing model and a new correlation function (i.e., distrotion

fucntion to determine the relationships between reporting nodes and information relia-

bility). Followings are the new contributions provited by this thesis at the both the MAC

and the Network layers:

• At the network layer, the densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into non-

overlapping correlated clusters of nodes by the use of proposed GCC algorithm.

• One can achieve required event reliability through proper tuning of sensing range

(ϑ) and the correlation threshold (ξ) for reliable data delivery assuming a fixed

node distribution for a given period of time.

• For the estimation of the event source, the minimum node density within the event

area can be found to achieve the lower observed event distortion. In addition,

a minimum reporting nodes can be determined through proper tuning of ϑ for

estimated maximum event distortion limit (Dmax).

The performance of the proposed model in terms of achieved distortion at the sink has

been compared with the existing methods in [14] and [15]. The impact of various pa-

rameters like spatial node density, the number of selected nodes, and the nodes’ sensing

range has been investigated. The comparative study shows that the proposed correlation

model outperforms the existing correlation models.
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In Chapter 4, the idea of collision-free channel access in the influencing region only

has been introduced. The proposed Event-MAC accomplishes the following:

• Event-MAC mitigates the effects of collisions and over-hearing by using local

TDMA scheduling in the influencing region of an event. In addition, correlation

based decision on node selection and prioritized scheduling provides QoS for the

event reporting for Event-driven wireless sensor networks. Thus, based on corre-

lation and priority, the minimum distortion using lesser number of reporting nodes

is achieved by collection of reports only from nodes closer to the event.

• Upon occurrence of an event, a node will switch over to TDMA scheduling mode

by running Event-MAC. A dynamic slot allocation technique is activated in the

influencing region that assigns time-slots to the reporting nodes according to cor-

relation and priorities. So all reporting nodes within event area operate scheduled

channel access with priorities and the nodes outside the event area perform con-

tention based channel access (CSMA/CA). Thus, Event-MAC ensures collision-

free channel access and fast delivery of reports from the event area.

• Event-MAC considers priorities according to the events’ observations (i.e., the re-

ceived energy level from the event source) and other parameters such as packet

type, queue length, packet delay and residual energy. Thus, Event-MAC removes

redundancy in information and provides minimum energy consumption, high packet

delivery ratio, and bounded delay for EWSNs.

Based on proposed model framework, Pre-Selected NLEACH algorithm has been

also proposed in Chapter 5. This algorithm is modified version of popular routing pro-

tocol LEACH [25] in WSNs. PS-NLEACH divides the entire sensor field into several

correlated sub-regions and selects a subset of nodes as the representatives of the regions.

These representative nodes later execute a dynamic clustering N-LEACH algorithm to
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collect data during each round. For correlation-based efficient data collection in sensor

network applications, the Pre-Selected NLEACH algorithm achieves the following:

• The proposed routing protocol exploits the concept of spatial correlation during

data collection by selecting the nodes using proposed . correlation model.

• In each round, the representative nodes do the data collection and data processing

throughout the network while non-representative nodes switch over to the sleep

mode. Further, every node gets equal chance of being a representative node in the

network periodically.

• There is a trade-off between energy consumption and the information reliability,

where required information reliability is the function of the number of nodes rep-

resenting the network.

Simulation results show that PS-NLEACH reduces the energy consumption of nodes

and improves the system’s life-span under the given data resolution tuned by the correla-

tion threshold parameter.

Finally, the major conclusions of the present work and the scope for future work have

been given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter2
Literature Review

2.1 Correlation in Sensor Networks

Correlation in WSNs and its exploitation has been studied very widely [1], [11], [12],

[13], [14], [15], [26], [27]. Also, investigations to have efficient communication proto-

cols on the basis of correlation have been done [13, 15, 28]. Several methods have been

proposed to allow a smaller number of sensing nodes to transmit their reports from the

event area, so as to reduce the power expenditure and to avoid unnecessary contention

among correlated nodes [14, 15, 16].

Correlated data collection in WSN has been considered as spatio-temporal correlated

processes [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The expressions for the distortion function have

been derived to capture the correlation in data for different network topologies. The

distrotion analysis in one-dimensional and two-dimensional grid scenarios have been

done in [29] while authors in [30] proposed for two-dimensional network topology as

a wheel. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient was used as a kind of spatial correlation

model to measure the correlation of sensor observations [31]. Only the strength and the

direction of the linear relationship between two variables are measured. Thus, it only

describes the linear correlation depedency in data and requires more data to be sent to
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Figure 2.1: WSN Model for Event Source S estimation [14, 15].

the sink. However, it was not considered for the design of communication protocols and

algorithms. In order to design an energy-efficient MAC protocols, researchers [14, 15]

have used correlation models [36] to determine the relationship between the spread of

sensor nodes and event estimation reliability. In some other correlation models [31, 11,

33, 35], statistical features were introduced based on sensors’ observations. Authors

in [11, 14] modelled the event source S as a random process s(t, x, y) at a time t with

spatial coordinate (x, y). It is assumed that a node ni observes the event S as Si and

the sensed data as Xi. The node ni encodes Xi and transmits it to the sink through

multi-hop transmission. The sink node decodes all the received Xi’s to estimate the

Si’s. The encoder and decoder are denoted by E and D respectively as shown in Fig.

2.1. The variance of event information Xi is assumed to be same as variance of event

source S. After collecting the event information Xi from node ni, the sink estimates

values of event information using the estimator. Using this estimation model, a distortion

function was derived to investigate the impact of spatial correlation between nodes and

event estimation reliability.

For event estimation, the conventional correlation models have been used to deter-

mine the correlation coefficients. Four types of spatial correlation models were given.

These are Spherical, Power exponential, Rational quadratic, and Matérn [36]. However,
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the sink node needs to collect much more data from the sensors for simulating the cor-

relation in data using these models and thus the computation complexity is also higher.

Furthermore, they do not consider the real network conditions such as sensing range,

location of nodes, and distance between the nodes. Based on the correlation in data, the

spatio-temporal characteristics are derived in terms of distortion functions using mod-

els of point and field sources [19]. Based on this analysis, efficient medium access [14]

and reliable event transport [20] protocols have been proposed to exploit the spatial and

temporal correlations respectively.

Vuran and Akyildiz [11] were the first to determine numerically that based on spa-

tial correlation among nodes, only a the minimum number of representative nodes need

to be activated to achieve the required information reliability at the sink. Accordingly,

enhancements of the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC protocol [14, 15] were proposed to ac-

tivate only the representative nodes which need to transmit their reports. The non-

representative nodes switch to sleep mode to save energy. Thus correlation in data is

filtered out by allowing reports from representative nodes only. CC-MAC [14] supports

the random representative node selection while the SC-MAC [15] proposed ordered node

selection. However, Both the protocols had drawbacks. These protocols are contention-

based and have over-hearing problems. Correlation in data may still exist due to rep-

resentative node selection based on over-hearing. MAC protocols using correlation for

estimation open up new directions to build access mechanisms. However, most of these

protocols need the detailed event information for the estimation and exploitation of corre-

lation in event reports. In event-driven application, more emphesize should be to identify

whether the event happens or not and where it happened.

An event is detectable if at least one node lies within its sensing range. Any event

outside of the sensing range of the nodes can not be detected. Sensor scheduling meth-

ods based on sensing coverage have also been proposed [3, 37] to remove redundancy
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in sensor observations. The coverage and connectivity problems have been considered

jointly to avoid the redundant nodes [5, 38, 39]. In [39], the redundancy based on sensor

coverage is checked by the nodes to achieve differentiated coverage with respect to their

neighbors. After this checking rule, a distributed and localised scheduling scheme is

used to disseminate the scheduling information throughout the network. Thus, the nodes

decide cooperatively to switch over the sleep mode for a certain period of time. Most

of the work considers only the Boolean sensing model. YR Tsai [40] had studied sens-

ing coverage in shadow-fading environment. Boolean sensing model and shadow-fading

sensing model were considered in the analysis of network coverage for the randomly de-

ployed nodes. Another sensing model given in the literature is known as Elfes sensing

model [41]. In [42], Efles sensing model has been used to investigate the network cover-

age. Recently, in [43] a comperative study of three types of sensing models viz. Boolean

sensing model, shadow-fading sensing and Elfes sensing model have been investigated

for coverage analysis in WSN.

In this thesis, our concern is to find out whether the event happened or not and also

where is it happened for the event-driven monitoring applications. To estimate the event

source, the reports containing the event indication are of interest without any other de-

tails of the occurring event. The sensing range of the nodes has been used for accurate

estimation and reconstruction of the event source. The location of nodes in event-driven

sensor network is assumed to be known because accurate reporting of event within short

period of time is a necessary requirement for most of the critical events (e.g., enemy

detection/tracking in battlefield).

2.2 MAC Protocols in WSN

Medium Access Control (MAC) coordinates the channel access among nodes in fair

and efficient manner. A MAC protocol plays important role in energy-efficiency, packet
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delivery, delay and QoS (Quality of Service). For WSNs, the research on MAC proto-

col design has been focused mainly on energy-latency trade-offs [44]. S-MAC [45] is

designed to save the energy by using listen and sleep periodically with collision avoid-

ance facilities of IEEE 802.11 MAC standard [46]. S-MAC uses synchronization mech-

anism to form virtual clusters of sleep/wakeup schedule to avoid overhearing problem.

Many extension protocols of S-MAC have been proposed to further decrease the energy

consumption. These are D-MAC [47], T-MAC [48], DS-MAC [49], P-MAC [50], DW-

MAC [51] etc. These all variants deal with major source of energy wastage such as

idle-listening, overhearing and collisions problems. B-MAC [52] is low power listening

mechanism , best suitable for low data rate wireless sensor networks. S-MAC and T-

MAC were based on the concept of hybrids of CSMA and TDMA, but TDMA slots are

much smaller than the normal TDMA slots. The synchronization failures in these proto-

cols did not lead to communication failure because of RTS/CTS mechanism. Seamlessly

adjusting the behavior of MAC between TDMA and CSMA according to the contention

level was explored in [53, 54]. They used loose synchronization and topology informa-

tion to work under high contention. Under low contention, these are not particularly well

suited and reliable. Similar to S-MAC, and T-MAC, B-MAC also uses periodic ON and

OFF of radio transceiver. However, it is un-synchronized duty cycle protocol. In order

to transmit the packets, nodes sent long preamble before actual data transmission. These

MAC protocols have been designed for general sensor network applications where la-

tency is not considered as critical parameter. However, none of these have been designed

to filtering out correlated information in observed data.

For Event-driven wireless sensor network (EWSNs), very little work has been pro-

posed in the literature. In event-based reporting systems, sensor nodes transmit reports

only when they detect the events. The events are unpredictable and appear spontaneous

in sensor field. When an event of interest happens in particular zone, spatially correlated
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information is observed and transmitted by surrounding nodes of the event. For Event

based WSNs, EB-MAC [55] schedules the reports from the influencing region by initiat-

ing a round to transmit its own reports when an event is detected. Initially, all triggered

nodes elect a leader node amongst themseleves, then the time slot is assigned to a leader

node for data transmissions. EB-MAC exhibits a big overhead in maintaining the syn-

chronization of round timers of different nodes with first leader node. Since the nodes

belonging to different groups may have different schedules at the same time, EM-MAC

may not work well in multihop scenario. To handle the dynamic forwarding in multi-

hop scenario, ECR-MAC [56] works well for event-driven applications. It also handles

spatially-correlated contention when an event is detected by multiple nodes. In ECR-

MAC, multiple potential forwarders are maintained by each node to transmit the reports

as soon as possible and the contention is minimized by dispersing the paths the sender

will take.

SIFT MAC [57] were designed for event-driven WSN. The objective of SIFT MAC

protocol is to minimize the latency when spatially-correlated contention occurs in a mon-

itored area. Jamieson et. al [57] had argued that only R nodes out of N nodes that report

to a common event are sufficient to be successful to transmit the event information to the

sink node. SIFT MAC uses non-uniform geometric distribution to choose slot number

for picking up a slot for transmission within fixed-size contention window (32 slots). QS-

Sift [58] and HS-Sift [59] divided the event area into sub-regions based on the concept of

different SNR observation records. They used a simple estimator to determine the SNR

distribution with respect to measured distortion. Accordingly, different channel access

schemes were used with different priorities, which were based on low and high SNR ob-

servations. QS-Sift protocol uses contention-based random channel access scheme while

HS-sift were designed by combining TDMA and CSMA schemes.

The CC-MAC [14] was proposed by Vuran and Akyldiz to investigate more on event
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distortion for EWSNs. In CC-MAC, Iterative Node Selection (INS) algorithm was pro-

posed to calculate correlation radius (rcorr) based on correlation model. Only one node

is allowed to transmit event information within a correlation radius. In this way, CC-

MAC suppresses the transmissions by other nodes within same correlation radius. This

single node is referred as representative node selected by CSMA mechanism during each

transmission within rcorr radius. In first contention phase, all nodes within rcorr radius

contend to access the channel like in any other contention based protocol. As a result,

only node winning the contention is selected as representative node while other nodes

turn to sleep. In CC-MAC, there is no control on selection of representative node to

further saving the energy. It is unpredictable that which node will win the contention.

Following similar philosophy of CC-MAC protocol, two efficient node selection

MAC protocols, [60] and [15] have been proposed. In these protocols, use of RTS/CTS

mechanism increases extra overhead and is not suitable for small sized packet in WSNs.

Overheads reduces the protocol efficiency. These are also not adaptive for traffic vari-

ations when no activity is observed by the nodes due to absence of the events. In such

case, a mechanism of periodic sleep-wake cycle is required to save unnecessary energy

consumption. One can assign the time-slots only to the nodes, which are within the in-

fluencing region of occurring the event. The remaining nodes in the network can have

simple low power channel access scheme to route the event reports to the sink.

2.3 Routing Protocols in WSN

Several cluster-based routing protocols have already been proposed for cluster-based

WSNs. In WSNs, routing protocols can be classified according to their mode of func-

tioning and network structure. Hierarchical routing is one of the classifications based on

network structure. For example, LEACH [25], TEEN [61], and APTEEN [62] are based

on hierarchical network structures used for energy-efficient routing in WSNs. In cluster-
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based routing protocols, the idea is to group the nodes into a set of disjoint clusters. In

each cluster, a cluster head (CH) is selected randomly to receive data from other cluster

members. The CH then aggregates the received data and transmits it to the sink directly.

This mechanism is a widely accepted solution for organizing sensor nodes into clusters

for energy conservation. CHs can suppress the collected observations from their mem-

bers that are most likely to be highly correlated in a densely deployed network. In addi-

tion, this mechanism provides better control over the activities of cluster members, and

over scalability issues (e.g. communication and routing costs). In these protocols, higher-

energy nodes act as CHs to process the received data and send it to the sink after process-

ing (i.e. aggregation). The cluster members are low-energy nodes that perform the sens-

ing of physical phenomena. Other types of classifications include centralized clustering

([25, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]), distributed clustering ([25, 68, 61, 62, 69, 70, 71]), probabilistic

clustering ( [72, 73, 74, 75, 76]), and non-probabilistic clustering ( [77, 78, 79, 80, 81]).

To model spatial correlation and take advantage of it for energy-efficient routing,

various methods have been proposed such as in [11, 12, 13, 26, 27]. These protocols

consider the fact that spatial distance between nodes leads to spatial correlation in the

data observed by them. Li and AlRegib [82] investigated the determination of optimal

cluster size for energy-efficient cluster-based distributed estimation in WSNs. Using

BLUE estimator, CHs make a local estimation of collected data from their respective

member nodes. The member nodes send only quantized versions of measured data. At

the end, the sink collects all estimated data from CHs directly and makes final estimation

using another estimator called quasi-BLUE. The saving in energy has been claimed using

the minimum number of clusters according to distributed estimation of cluster size. The

joint effects of data correlation, distance, and network density have been studied in [83].

In this correlated data gathering protocol, the optimal cluster size has been derived for

linear network by considering heterogeneous-sized clusters in the network. However,
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protocol were not investigated for mutlihop scenario and event based systems.
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Chapter3
Spatial Correlation Modelling for
Sensor Network Applications

In WSNs having a high density of sensor nodes, transmitted measurements are spa-

tially correlated, often redundantly, whenever an event of interest is detected. In this

chapter, a correlation model is proposed. It enables energy-efficient methodologies to

exploit the spatial correlation at the Network and MAC layers. Two model frameworks

are developed to investigate the impact of spatial correlation between nodes using vari-

ous parameters such as correlation threshold, sensing range, selected number of nodes,

spatial node density and distortion constraint. Section 3.1 gives the motivation about this

work. A novel spatial correlation function is introduced and discussed in Section 3.2.

Few of the applications which use the proposed correlation model, with simulation re-

sults, are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. In addition, Section 3.5 gives a comparative

study with existing correlation models. Lastly, Section 3.6 presents the chapter summary.

3.1 Motivation

In this chapter, a correlation model using omni-directional sensor nodes have been

presented. Its advantage for energy-efficient communication protocols have been dis-
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cussed in details. It should be noted that correlation between sensory data of two nodes

is related to spatial correlation between them [1], [11], [13], [14], [15], [34], [28]. The

spatial correlation can be estimated based on sensory coverage of nodes [84, 85]. The

base station (i.e. the sink) needs to know the locations of nodes and sensing range r,

to estimate the correlation. Thus, base station can estimate a more accurate sensed pa-

rameter by considering the estimated spatial correlation as the correlation between the

received sensory data while combining the received data.

We consider a dense WSN where a large number of sensor nodes are scattered in an

area where events are to be observed. All nodes have been assumed to have equal initial

energy and similar capabilities (communication, processing and sensing of events). All

the sensor nodes are capable of omni-directional sensing, in which each node can sense

the event at every point in a r-radius disk area with node at its center. A sensor node

can detect all the events within such a disk, whereas no event outside the disk can be

detected [2, 23]. Each node has variable sensing range for detecting the events and fixed

transmission range for communication. The communication range is usually much larger

than the sensing range. The sink node is assumed to be interested only in a collective

report about the event from all the nodes and not in the individual reports from each

node.

In general, a high density of sensor nodes is required to provide full coverage of the

area under observation. When the number of nodes is more than the minimum required

number of nodes in the field, multiple nodes detect the same event simultaneously, re-

sulting in the generation of the redundant reports about the detected event. As discussed

previously, some nodes can be redundant for reporting the event in the sensor field. The

high density of redundant nodes in a WSN permits higher data resolution but at the ex-

pense of energy used in transmitting extra data to the sink. It is desirable to limit the

number of reporting nodes to just enough to achieve the desired resolution. Motivated by
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this, we formulate the problem statement as follows.

For a certain area of interest, suppose there is a set of N omni-directional sen-

sor nodes that can detect an event within sensing range r. We denote them as N =

{n1, n2, n3, ...} with the spatial coordinates being denoted as {s1, s2, s3, ...}. There ex-

ists correlation among these nodes which can be estimated based on their spatial coordi-

nates. This spatial correlation is to be exploited for the design of more energy-efficient

communication protocols in WSN by avoiding transmissions from redundant nodes.

Correlation in WSNs has been discussed in [11] and its exploitation has been studied

in [1], [12], [13], [14], [15], [26], and [27]. Sensor scheduling methods based on

sensing coverage have also been proposed in the literature. Lot of research efforts have

been devoted to coverage-based scheduling methods to reduce redundancy, based on

the sensing range of nodes [3, 37]. Recently, coverage and connectivity problems have

been considered jointly in [5, 38]. Also, investigations to build efficient communication

protocols on the basis of correlation have been done [13, 15, 28]. Several methods have

been proposed to allow a smaller number of sensing nodes to transmit their reports from

the event area, so as to reduce the power expenditure and to avoid unnecessary contention

among correlated nodes [14, 15, 16].

One can also have a scenario when sensor nodes have variable sensing range. We

show that energy can be saved in the data transmission process when nodes change their

sensing range according to their positions and neighbourhood. When omni-directional

sensors are used, sensing range of sensor nodes can be optimized based on the common

overlapping coverage area with its neighbours. This avoids redundancy by reducing the

correlation in reported data. The allowed maximum correlation in measured information

observed by the nodes while detecting an event, is decided by the application in terms of

reliability/fidelity. Thus, the required event reliability at the sink can be maintained by

dynamic optimization of sensing range, i.e., sensing range of nodes can be decreased or
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increased depending on the high or low density of nodes respectively, in its vicinity.

In this chapter, we investigate energy-efficient methods that exploit the spatial corre-

lation at the Network and MAC layers. The interactions among various parameters such

as distortion constraints, spatial node density, node selection, sensing range and their

impacts on the reconstruction performance are quantitatively studied.

3.2 Correlation Model

Assuming that all the received sensory data from reporting nodes is jointly Gaussian,

the covariance between the two measured values from nodes ni and nj at location si and

sj respectively can be expressed by

Cov{si, sj} = σ2
SKϑ(�si − sj�). (3.1)

Here σ2
S is variance of sample observation from sensor nodes and Cov(.) represents

mathematical covariance. We assume σ2
S to be same for all the reporting nodes. �.�

denotes the Euclidean distance between nodes ni and nj . Kϑ(.) denotes the correlation

function with ϑ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θc) as the set of control parameters which will be discussed

later in this section.

3.2.1 Mathematical Model

Symbols and notations used in Fig. 3.1 are given in Table 3.1. If d(i,j) < 2r, then Si,

Sj will have an overlap. We can define the correlation as

ρ(i,j) = Kϑ(d) =
Aj

i +Ai
j

A
. (3.2)
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Table 3.1: Notations used in Fig. 3.1

Symbol Description

Si
Sensing region of node ni of disk with radius r
centered at the node ni

Sj
Sensing region of node nj of disk with radius r
centered at the node nj

A Area of the sensing region of a node

d(i,j)
distance between nodes ni and nj located at si and
sj

(P 1
ij , P

2
ij)

Intersection points of two disk of radius r centered
at the nodes ni and nj

Lij

Length of common chord length. It is equal to
length of the line segment joining two intersection
points P 1

ij and P 2
ij

Aj
i

Area of region surrounded by arc denoted by
�

P 1
ijP

2
ij for Si and chord denoted by P 1

ijP
2
ij as

shown by shaded area

Ai
j

Area of region surrounded by arc denoted by
�

P 1
ijP

2
ij for Sj and chord denoted by P 1

ijP
2
ij

Kϑ(�.�) correlation function computed by a node with its
neighbourseparated by Euclidean distance d
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Figure 3.1: The spatial correlation model

Here Kϑ(d) is the decreasing function with distance d(i,j), following the limiting value

of 1 at d = 0 and of 0 for d ≥ 2r. Areas Aj
i and Ai

j are same due to the symmetry as

shown in Fig. 3.1.

Aj
i = Ai

j = r2 cos−1
�

d(i,j)

2r

�
− Lijd(i,j)

4
. (3.3)

Here, Lij is length of chord formed by intersection of two circular disks and is given by

Lij = 2.
»
(r2 − d2(i,j)

4 ).

From (3.2), we get

ρ(i,j) =
2 cos−1 (

d(i,j)

2r )

π
− d(i,j)

πr2
.

 
(r2 −

d2(i,j)

4
). (3.4)
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Let ϑ be a control parameter equal to 2r. Then, (3.4) can be simplified as

ρ(i,j) =
2 cos−1 (

d(i,j)

ϑ )

π
− 2d(i,j)

πϑ2
.
»
(ϑ2 − d2(i,j)). (3.5)

We see that when d(i,j) = 2r, the correlation model gives zero value. It means that

there is no correlation between sensor nodes. For this reason, we introduce a control

parameter ϑ equal to 2r, as a variable to control the degree of correlation between nodes.

The correlation model can be rewritten in a general form as

ρ(i,j) = Kϑ(d) =





2 cos−1 (
d(i,j)

ϑ )

π − 2d(i,j)

πϑ2 .
»
(ϑ2 − d2(i,j)), if 0 ≤ d(i,j) < ϑ.

0, if d(i,j) ≥ ϑ.

(3.6)

It can be seen from Equation (3.6) that when correlation function Kϑ(d) is 0, it means

that there is no correlation between the sensor nodes ni and nj , located at a distance

d(i,j) from each other. If the correlation function Kϑ(.) is equal to 1, the sensor nodes

are perfectly correlated. The control parameter, ϑ is twice the sensing range of nodes.

For the set of sensing ranges being r = (2, 4.5, 6, 7.5, 9, 10), the set of control

parameters ϑ, are (θ1 = 4, θ2 = 9, θ3 = 12, θ4 = 15, θ5 = 18, θ6 = 20) respectively for

analysis in next section.

3.2.2 Correlation Function, Kϑ(.) - examples

In this subsection, in order to study connectivity with variation in sensing range, we

simulate 200 randomly distributed nodes in a 150×150 m2 area as shown in Figs. 3.2(a)

and 3.2(b), 150 nodes in a 150 × 150 m2 area as shown in Fig. 3.2(c), and 30 nodes in

a 50 × 50 m2 area as shown in Fig. 3.2(d). The correlation between nodes is studied

with variations in the control parameter ϑ. If the value of ρ(i,j) between two nodes is

greater than zero, then they are shown using a connected solid line. In Figs. 3.2(a) and
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Figure 3.2: Random distribution for 200 nodes with (a) θ1 = 9 m, (b) θ2 = 12 m, (c) 150
nodes with θ2 = 12 m and (d) 30 nodes with θ1 = 9 m.
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3.2(b), when a node-pair does not show any correlation (ρ(i,j) is equal to zero) both

the nodes are out of each other’s sensing range and there is no connecting line between

them. Fig 3.2(a) with a distribution of 200 nodes with θ1 = 9 m (or r = 4.5 m)

shows only a few connected lines indicating that very few nodes are correlated with

their neighbours. For the same location of the nodes, if we change the sensing range

to θ2 = 12 m (Fig. 3.2(b)), more connected lines appear. This indicates that more

nodes are now correlated with their neighbouring nodes. When node density changes

for a given fixed sensing range (i.e. θ1), more neighbouring nodes are correlated (Figs.

3.2(b) and 3.2(c)). Fig. 3.2(d) shows the correlation values on the lines connecting any

two nodes. The results in tabular format for the same simulation scenario are given in

Appendix B.1 using same simulation scenario. Furthermore, the detailed analysis has

been provided using correlation function, Kϑ(.) in Appendix B.2. Power consumption

by the selection of appropriate nodes in the event area with different sizes for detection

and reporting applications.

3.2.3 Discussion

In sensor network applications, as long as the area of interest is specified, the corre-

lation characteristics of the sensory observations of nodes can be obtained as described

in the previous section. Omni-directional sensing model is the traditionally-used sensing

model for WSNs. Generally, sensor nodes can be equipped with temperature, humid-

ity, magnetic field sensors etc. as required. These sensors can operate in a range of

360◦ around the node. The proposed model is a generic correlation model that can be

applied to all sensor network applications [2]. The knowledge of distances between sen-

sor nodes is needed for our model. This can be done by estimating the distances by

the nodes based on received signal strength. Thus exact locations are not needed in our

model which may require complicated sensor localization mechanisms. The proposed
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correlation model can be used for designing energy-efficient communication protocols

for most of the WSNs. Whole network can be partitioned into correlated clusters using

the presented model. To gain more insight into energy-efficient operation at Network

layer using proposed correlation model has been presented in section 3.3.

In order to design an energy-efficient MAC protocols, researchers [14, 15] have used

correlation functions [36] to determine the relationship between the spread of sensor

nodes and event estimation reliability. In [14, 15], it has been argued that achieved

distortion strongly depends on the following two factors: (i) the positive effect of the

correlation coefficient, ρ(i,j), between each pair of representative nodes ni and nj as the

distortion decreases with increase in the distance between nodes due to mere indepen-

dent observation and (ii) the negative effect of the correlation coefficient, ρ(s,i), between

the event source S and the representative node ni sending the event information as the

distortion increases with increase in the distance between event source and the node. In

this case, the location of the event source S is necessary requirement to estimate the

ρ(s,i). Unlike existing models [14, 15] that consider the exact location of S, a frame-

work has been developed in section 3.4 using the proposed model which does not require

exact loation. Using this framework, the event information can be reconstructed at the

sink without knowledge of location of the sensed event. Thus our design presented in

section 3.4 will be more suitable for real network scenarios for the given sensing range,

location of nodes and distances between them. A comparative study on event distortion

has also been carried out using the presented correlation model and the earlier proposed

correlation models [14, 15].

3.3 Exploiting Spatial Correlation at the Network Layer

Using the proposed model, we introduce the possible approaches that takes the ad-

vantage of spatial correlation for energy-efficient communication protocols. This model
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has been used at the networking layer in this section, and the MAC layer in the next

section.

3.3.1 Partitioning of WSN as Correlated Clusters

Larger the overlap area between nodes, stronger will be spatial correlation between

them. We can define a correlation threshold ξ (0 < ξ ≤ 1). If Kϑ(d) ≥ ξ, then

node ni and node nj are strongly correlated. If Kϑ(d) < ξ, then node ni and node nj

are weakly correlated. The average number of nodes in a correlated cluster will depends

upon sensing radius r (i.e., ϑ/2) and node density in the event area. For highly correlated

ni and nj ,

Kϑ{�si − sj�} ≥ ξ. (3.7)

Using (3.6), we get

2 cos−1 (
d(i,j)

ϑ )

π
− 2d(i,j)

πϑ2
.
»
(ϑ2 − d2(i,j)) ≥ ξ. (3.8)

When correlation is ξ, d(i,j) = Rcorr, hence

ξ =
2 cos−1 (Rcorr

ϑ )

π
− 2Rcorr

πϑ2
.
»
(ϑ2 −R2

corr). (3.9)

For d(i,j) < Rcorr, Kϑ{�si − sj�} ≥ ξ.

If any node nk is lying within Rcorr from node ni, it is within a strongly correlated

distance from ni. Otherwise, the correlation is weak. The value of ξ can be determined

according to the requirements of the application i.e., data resolution with desired reliabil-

ity at the sink. A larger value of ξ implies clusters with stronger correlation. For the given

parameters ϑ and ξ, a densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into disjoint clusters of
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size Rcorr. The cluster identification is basically the clique-covering problem over cor-

relation graph, which is NP-hard [86]. A correlation graph G can be created where each

node is represented by vertex, and edge (u, v) is drawn if the value of ρ(u,v) between

node u and v is greater than or equal to ξ. As long as the correlation threshold ξ and

the correlation function Kϑ(.) are given, the sets of correlated clusters are determined

through a hierarchical clustering process. The algorithm known as Greedy Correlated

Clustering (GCC) algorithm, is presented in the Fig. 3.3.

3.3.2 Correlation based Energy-efficient Data Collection

When a GCC algorithm is used, sets of correlated clusters are formed and all the

nodes within a cluster are considered highly correlated. The information is observed by

multiple sensor nodes in the event area creating redundant reports. This can be eliminated

by exploiting spatial correlation. Only a few nodes need to report their sensory data, and

the remaining nodes can remain in a silent state to save energy. The best way to make

the proposed correlation model work is to partition the entire event area into correlated,

disjoint and equal-sized hexagons with radius Rcorr.

By exploiting redundancy in sensor observations within correlated cluster, saving of

energy is possible at the network layer. Since all the nodes in a cluster can be treated

equally and only a small fraction of nodes (or at least one node) are allowed to be active

to serve as the representative(s) of the whole cluster. The remaining nodes in the cluster

can be kept in the sleep state. Thus network lifetime can be increased when nodes within

a cluster share the workload.

Since all the nodes in each correlated cluster most likely observe the same event

information, it is desirable to schedule only one node at a time to pass on that information

to the sink, in order to save the energy within the cluster. Within each cluster, TDMA

scheme can be implemented to assign different time slots for sensing to each node that
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Table 3.2: Results of Rcorr for different values of ϑ and ξ

��������ϑ (m.)
ξ

0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.8

9 5.78 4.11 3.51 2.3 1.25
12 8.03 5.5 4.7 3.05 1.7
15 10.04 6.23 5.87 3.86 2.16
18 12.07 8.23 7.05 4.67 2.59
21 14.0 9.6 8.23 5.44 3.02
24 16.13 11.07 9.39 6.22 3.46

will schedule the work sequentially in a cluster. A round-robin scheduling method can

be adopted within the clusters [38]. For a cluster with k sensor nodes, the period T can

be divided into k time slots. In every T time duration, every sensor node will work only

for a T
k time period. Initially, the sensor nodes should be time synchronized, and then the

sink node can randomly assign a working schedule to the sensor nodes for each cluster.

We simulated the correlation-based clustering using the proposed Greedy Correlated

Clustering (GCC) algorithm (see Fig. 3.3) by placing 60 nodes with a sensing range of

20 meters for different values of ξ. The results are shown in Fig. 3.4. It is clearly seen

that the number of correlated clusters and the number of member nodes in a cluster

depend on the value of the correlation threshold ξ. If ξ is smaller, a larger number

of nodes falls in a correlated cluster on an average. On the other hand, a larger value

of ξ, allows a lesser number of correlated nodes in a cluster. Similarly, for different

values of ϑ with fixed node density, the sensor network is partitioned into different-sized

correlated regions. Hence, the required information reliability/fidelity can be achieved

through proper clustering by controlling parameters ϑ and ξ in data collection. Table 3.2

shows the results of Rcorr for different values of ϑ and ξ.

The event area observed by the sensor nodes might change due to a change in envi-

ronmental conditions. In this case, based on the reliability requirements, the sink node

should decide whether the current clusters are valid or not. Then it should re-adjusts the
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of Greedy Correlated Clustering (GCC) Algorithm
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Figure 3.4: Correlation-based clustering results using GCC algorithm given in Fig. 3.3 for 150
sensor nodes with θ1 = 40 m for (a) ξ = 0.25 and (b) ξ = 0.5.
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clusters as quickly as possible by tuning the parameters ϑ and ξ and re-executing GCC

algorithm. Thus, the data reliability can be improved by re-partitioning of the whole

network.

3.4 Exploiting the spatial correlation at MAC layer

Several MAC protocols have been proposed to take advantage of spatial correlation.

Some of them have been analysed in [11], [14], [15] and [16]. In this section, we first

present a framework, using our correlation model to compute the estimation error in

terms of event distortion. Here, our objective is to choose the minimum number of nodes

inside an event area such that the final achieved event distortion is within the tolerable

distortion constraints. A comparative case study has also been presented with the existing

models.

3.4.1 WSN Model

Consider a WSN, where N sensor nodes are evenly distributed over a 2-dimensional

measurement field D (D ⊂ R2). The event source S occurs inside the field D and

is located in the center of the event area. The nodes falling in the event area (called

reporting nodes) will have threshold exceeded and thus send the sensory information to

the sink. The WSN should be designed to minimize mean square error (MSE) distortion

between event source S and its estimation Ŝ from the sensors’ collective observations.

The MSE distortion of the event is defined as a reliability measure required by the sensor

applications. It is given as

DE = E[dE(S, Ŝ)]. (3.10)

Here dE(S, Ŝ) is the event MSE distortion measure and E(.) represents mathematical ex-

pectation. In this thesis, we refer Dmax as the maximum tolerable information distortion
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allowed in the sensor network as per the application’s requirement. The sink reconstructs

an estimate of the event source by exploiting the spatial data correlation while ensuring

the given distortion constraint Dmax (i.e., DE ≤ Dmax). Based on similar assumptions

as given in [14] for the estimation of the event source, we extend the framework using

our proposed correlation function. The block diagram for Event Source S estimation

is shown in Fig. 2.1 of Chapter 2. By considering this model, we can approximately

estimate the (x, y) as centroid of all the reporting nodes. The weighted average of the

information sensed by all the reporting nodes will give the estimate Ŝ. We also assume

that N nodes sense the event and send the information to the sink.

As the sensor nodes send the event information only when it is above a threshold, the

mean value of data received from the reporting nodes is expected to be above threshold.

As Fig. 2.1 shows, once the event of interest happens, node ni observes the signal Xi

with noise, at time t. Since the samples are temporally independent, we can neglect the

time index t.

Xi = Si +Ni; i ∈ N. (3.11)

Here, measured information Xi is assumed to be Jointly Gaussian Random Variable

(JGRV) and Ni is zero mean Gaussian noise with variance σ2
N . Hence,

E[Si] = mi, Var[Si] = σ2
S , Var[Ni] = σ2

N , i = 1, 2, ...N,

and

ρ(i,j) = Kϑ(d(i,j)) =
E[(Si −mi)(Sj −mj)]

σ2
S

. (3.12)

Here ρ(i,j) is the correlation coefficient between nodes ni and nj located at coordinates

si and sj . The d(i,j) is the distance between these nodes and Var(.) represents math-

ematical variance. The function Kϑ(.) can be determined using the correlation model
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discussed in the section 3.3.1.

In the literature, Spherical, Power exponential, Rational quadratic, and Matérn [36]

correlation models have also been proposed. For the case of sensor network with omni-

directional sensor nodes, these conventional models do not consider the real network

conditions such as sensing range, location of nodes, and distance between the nodes.

Our proposed model first needs the placement coordinates of their node and their sensing

range. While the earlier proposed ones do not use these parameters. It should be noted

that when node placement and sensing range are unknown, our model cannot be used.

Therefore, the correlation models must be chosen according to the properties of the phys-

ical phenomena and the sensed events’ features. The events’ features vary significantly

for the energy-radiating physical phenomenon originating in the field. In this work, we

have considered those events which trigger all the nodes within a radius of sensing range.

They do not trigger the nodes which are out of range irrespective of value of S.

Assume, S represents energy-radiating signal that propagates. The signal strength of

event source S decays with distance and it follows isotropic attenuation power model,

given by

Si =
S0

1 + βdαi
, (3.13)

where S0 is signal strength of event source, β is constant, and di is Euclidean distance

between the node ni and event source. The signal attenuation exponent is represented

by α and it varies from 2 to 3. For simplicity, we use β = 1 and α = 2. Since we have

used average of sensed information by all the reporting nodes, the estimated value Ŝavg

will be smaller than actual S. Let us assume that an event S triggers N reporting nodes

within event radius RE and Ŝavg will be average of all the measured event information

Ŝi from all these N nodes. Let this Ŝavg be equal to decayed version of S at a distance of

Rc (where Rc = RE/
√
2). Since we have used a simpler approach, Ŝi, ∀i, is estimated

using MMSE at the sink. Using Ŝi, Ŝavg is estimated, which is further scaled up to get
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Ŝ by a factor obtained from Equation (3.13) for di = Rc. It should be noted that the

estimation Ŝi , ∀i, is also a JGRV with same properties, as the actual event information

Si , ∀i, is also a JGRV. The sink will receive N measured values, as sample observations

from N reporting nodes as given by

X = AZ + W. (3.14)

Here, the vector, X ∈ RN×1 is sample observation, Z ∈ RN×1 is random vector for

physically sensed event information, A ∈ RN×N is known transformation matrix and

W ∈ RN×1 represents noise vector. For simplicity, A is taken as identity matrix. Here

R is set of real numbers. We also have

E[Z] = [m1, m2, . . ., mN ]
T ∈ RN×1, Cov[Z] = Rzz = σ2

sCss ∈ RN×N ,

(3.15)

where

Css =




ρ(1,1) ρ(1,2) · · · ρ(1,N)

ρ(2,1) ρ(2,2) · · · ρ(2,N)

...
...

. . .
...

ρ(N,1) ρ(N,2) · · · ρ(N,N)




. (3.16)

The elements of correlation matrix Css is defined by our proposed correlation model Equa-

tion (3.6). The MMSE estimate, Ẑ of Z can be formulated using the affine function [87]

of X as

Ẑ = KX + b, (3.17)

where K is a matrix and b is a vector. It minimizes the scalar MSE criterion. Accord-

ing to orthogonality principle [87], Ẑ will be a MMSE estimate if E[(Z − Ẑ)] = 0 and
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E[(Z − Ẑ)XT ] = 0. Thus, we have

b = E[Z]− KE[X], K = Rzz(Rzz + σ2
N IN )

−1
. (3.18)

Using Equations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.18), Equation (3.17) can be simplified as

Ẑ = E[Z] + Css(Css +
σ2
N

σ2
S

IN )
−1 �

X − E[X]

�
. (3.19)

The error covariance matrix, Ree can be calculated as

Ree = E[(Z − Ẑ)(Z − Ẑ)
T
] = Rzz − Rzz(Rzz + σ2

N IN )
−1Rzz = (Rzz

−1 + σ2
N IN )

−1
,

(3.20)

where, second quantity is obtained using an identity A-1+A-1C(D − BA-1C)
−1

BA-1 =

(A − CD-1B)
−1

[88].

Here Ẑ = [Ŝ1, Ŝ2, . . ., ŜN ]
T ∈ RN×1. The estimated values, Ŝi’s are spatially cor-

related because the observed event information Xi’s are spatially correlated. The too-

much redundancy in data is not needed once the estimates is within distortion constraint

(denoted by Dmax) as decided by application requirement. If somehow, only a subset of

nodes is allowed to transmit, it will be good enough to meet this constraint Dmax. There-

fore, we investigate the achieved distortion when only M out of N nodes are selected to

send event information to the sink. Since the estimator uses the average of estimate Ŝi

with scaled version obtained from Equation (3.13), Ŝ, the estimate of S is given as

Ŝ(M) =
(1 +R2

c)

M

M�

i=1

Ŝi =
(1 +R2

c)

M
[1, 1, . . ., 1][Ŝ1, Ŝ2, . . ., ŜM ]

T
. (3.21)

The event distortion achieved by selecting M packets, when each reporting node trans-

mits only one report to the sink, can be estimated from average value of sensed infor-
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mation. The achieved event distortion DE is calculated as MSE [88, 87] that is equal

to (1+R2
c)

M2 trace(Ree) using Equations (3.20) and (3.21). Here trace(A) is the trace of

the matrix A. The calculation of distortion DE(N,M) can be simplified by selecting M

nodes (M < N ) through vector expansion in an alternative form as

DE(N,M) = E
ï�

S(N)− Ŝ(M)

�2
ò
. (3.22)

Expanding Equation (3.22) using Equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.21),

DE(N,M) =
(1 +R2

c)
2

M2

Å
Mσ4

S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)
+

σ6
S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)2

M�
i=1

�M
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j) +
M�
i=1

m2
i

ã

−2(1 +R2
c)

2

NM

Å
σ4
S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)

N�
i=1

�M
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j) +
N�
i=1

�M
j=1
j �=i

mimj

ã

+
(1 +R2

c)
2

N2

Å
Nσ2

S + σ2
S

N�
i=1

�N
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j) +
N�
i=1

m2
i

ã
.

(3.23)

Here the correlation coefficients ρ(i,j) are the elements of correlation matrix Css

which takes into account the sensing range and node separation. The detailed deriva-

tion of above Equation is given in Appendix C. Using the above distortion function, a

case study has been presented in the next section.

3.4.2 Case study

The achieved event distortion at the sink is computed using Equation (3.23) which

is the function of M reporting nodes, the correlation matrix Css and Rc, while other

parameters are constants such as N , mi, σS , σN . In this section, we study the impacts of

node density, selected node number and sensing range (where r = ϑ/2) on the distortion

performance using Equation (3.23). As discussed in section 3.2.3, the achieved distortion

strongly depends on the correlation coefficient, ρ(i,j). In this case, the knowledge of
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Figure 3.5: (a) The average distortion for different λ values according to changing the number
of selected nodes in the event area. (b) The change of correlation coefficient with node density λ
for fixed θ = 4 m in grid topology.

location of event source is not a necessary requirement. Unlike existing models [14, 15],

our model does not need actual location of event source and thus will be more suitable

for real network scenarios.
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We conduct simulations over
√
Ntotd × √

Ntotd m2 grid area where Ntot sensor

nodes are located on the grid. The node density λ, as the number of nodes per unit area

is 1
d2 . We place an event source in the center of grid area where N nodes are activated

within the event radius RE . The simulations are performed with 1000 trails and the

results are produced by averaging them as shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. Fig. 3.5(a) shows

the results of the event distortion for different values of node density λ as fraction of ratio

of the number of selected nodes to the reporting nodes (i.e., M/N ) for a given event area.

It is observed that the distortion approaches to relatively constant when the reporting

nodes (i.e., M ) are more than a tpercentage of nodes sensing the event (i.e., N ). We have

chosen the reporting nodes such that they should be as closer as possible to center of area

within which N nodes have sensed the information, while selecting the reporting nodes

are as far as possible from each other [85]. When node density λ increases, the spatial

correlation coefficient also increases for fixed value of ϑ as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). It means

that a higher node density indicates a stronger correlation among data sample resulting

in better estimation reliability. Hence, the event distortion is a monotonically decreasing

function of λ as shown in Fig. 3.5(a). For node density 0.25 node density, 20% of total

reporting nodes are sufficient enough to report the event reliability. This further implies

that optimum performance can be achieved by allowing much lesser number of reporting

nodes M to be activated in the event area (M < N ). Thus, the energy can be saved by

exploiting spatial data correlation to limit the reporting nodes while ensuring acceptable

distortion constraint Dmax. Fig. 3.6 shows the results of the M reporting nodes for

different values of correlation coefficient ρ when the observed event distortion does not

exceed Dmax at the sink.
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Figure 3.6: Optimal value of Nmin reporting nodes with different correlation
coefficients ρ.

3.5 Comparative study with existing correlation models

In this section, a comparative study has been provided to investigate the impacts of

correlation coefficients on distortion performance. We extend the work of [14] and [15]

using an alternative event driven sensing model and a new correlation function. In [14]

and [15], the Power exponential model [36] is used as the correlation model to compute

the event distortion function. However, it does not consider the real network conditions

such as the position of nodes, sensing coverage and distance between nodes. Earlier work

have argued that achieved distortion strongly depends on two factors; (i) the positive

effect of the correlation coefficient, ρ(i,j) and (ii) the negative impact of the correlation

coefficient, ρ(s,i). Both factors play a major role for making more reliable decision in

estimating the event source at the sink.

A correlation model must be chosen according to the properties of the physical phe-

nomena and the sensed events’ features. The events’ features vary significantly for the

energy- radiating physical phenomenon originating in the field. We use the Power-
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exponential model of the event source S, while our proposed correlation function is used

to model the correlation characteristics between the nodes. The value of ρ(i,j) between

each pair of representative nodes ni and nj , can be estimated using our model given for

omni-directional sensor nodes, that is restated from (3.6) as

ρ(i,j) =
cos−1 (dv(i,j)

ϑ )

π
− dv(i, j)

πϑ2
.
»
(ϑ2 − d2v(i, j)), (3.24)

where ϑ = (θ1, θ2, ..., θc). The value of ρ(s,i), between the event source S and

the representative node ni sending the event information, can be estimated using Power

exponential model [36] as

ρ(s,i) = e(−d/θs
1)

θs
2 , for θs1 > 0, θs2 ∈ (0, 2]. (3.25)

Here, θs2 = 1 for power exponential model. The Vuran and Akyildiz [14] and Zheng and

Tang [15], both provided a different distortion function, D(M) as the observed event

information distortion at the sink when M representative nodes (out of total N nodes in

the event area) transmit reports to the sink. Here, it is assumed that each node transmits

only one packet as a report to the sink. Various distortion functions are given below.

(i) Vuran and Akyildiz [14], worked it out as

D(M) = σ2
s −

σ4
s

M(σ2
s + σ2

N )

Å
2

M�
i=1

ρ(s,i) − 1

ã

+
σ6
s

M2(σ2
s + σ2

N )2

M�

i=1

M�

j �=i

ρ(i,j).

(3.32)

(ii) Zheng and Tang in [15] proposed it as
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of average event distortion performance using (a) proposed corre-
lation model with random selection and the work of Vuran and Akyildiz [14], (b) proposed
correlation model with ordered selection and the work of Zheng and Tang [15].
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(3.33)

Using the same assumptions and expressions given by (3.32) and (3.33), we extend

the work of [14, 15] by applying the proposed correlation model (3.24) for the purpose of
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Table 3.3: Results of ϑ for different values of Nmin and Dmax

❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳❳Nmin

Dmax 22 24 26 28 30 32

15 10 28 49 69 87 111
17 18 36 58 80 99 118
19 26 47 67 89 110 127
21 38 58 77 97 119 139
23 47 69 89 108 128 148
25 54 74 98 116 137 157

computing event distortion. To gain more insight into the event reconstruction distortion

using our correlation model, we conducted a comparative analysis with the methods sug-

gested in [14] and [15] respectively. In a 1000 × 1000 m2 grid area, we have deployed

70 nodes randomly and a fixed event source in the center of the grid area. The event

reconstruction distortion has been calculated over a range of 0 − 70 sensor nodes that

are sending event information to the sink. The simulation was performed using a fixed

topology with 1000 trials. The event distortion was evaluated using the proposed as well

as the earlier correlation models [14, 15]. These results are plotted in Fig. 3.7.

For the given total nodes N , the distortion decreases logically with the increase in

representative nodes (M) that are activated to send the event information as shwon in

Fig. 3.7(a). This happens as more event information is received at the sink with larger M .

However, using our model, at the same number of M representative nodes, even lesser

distortion is achieved (Table 3.3). It is shown that achieved distortion can be preserved at

the sink using our model by allowing Nmin nodes (< M ) to be active. If somehow, only

selected Nmin nodes transmit event information, we can reduce the energy consumption.

Fig. 3.7(b) shows a comparison using the method suggested in [15] and our model. It

indicates the same behaviour, that reduced achieved distortion allows a lower value of

Nmin which is less than M . Hence, using our correlation model, energy consumption in

data transmissions and collisions can be minimized at the MAC layer.
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Furthermore, the observed event distortion decreases with decreasing sensing range

as shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.7. To illustrate this, we can have a predefined Dmax value

as allowed by the sensor network application. The results obtained, (Table 3.3) shows

that for the lower Dmax, θ1 has to be 10 m while for higher Dmax, θ2 can be 111 m for

same Nmin (i.e., 15) representative nodes. Higher θ2 implies that less number of nodes

are used in same field. Hence, for same Nmin nodes and lesser distortion Dmax, the

sensing range of the nodes needs to be kept small through the control parameter (i.e. ϑ).

Consequently, we can state based on our correlation model that the power consumption

can be minimized by somehow allowing smaller number of nodes to report the event

while attaining the desired event reliability as specified by Dmax. Both Fig. 3.7(a) and

Fig. 3.7(b) indicate a lower bound on the minimum number of representative nodes that

need to send the event information based on our correlation model.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a basic correlation model has been introduced to represent the correla-

tion characteristics between sensor nodes. Using the proposed correlation model, various

key elements have been discussed at both Network and MAC layer. It is found that the

densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into non-overlapping correlated regions by

using proposed GCC algorithm at network layer. Thus, only single node needs to be

allowed to report data rather than every node from a given correlated region, resulting

in significant energy savings during data collection. Furthermore, our results show that

required event reliability can be achieved through proper tuning of ϑ and ξ, i.e., both the

sensing range and the correlation threshold for reliable data delivery. In the context of

MAC, a new model framework is developed to investigate the impacts of node density,

number of selected nodes and nodes’ sensing range on the achieved event distortion at

the sink. For the estimation of event source, the optimum node density within an event
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area can be found at minimum observed event distortion. In addition, a comparative

study showed that the proposed correlation model outperforms existing correlation mod-

els. Using the proposed model, it is observed that optimal value of Nmin nodes can be

achieved through proper tuning of ϑ for given Dmax as per the application requirement.

In this context, it is also concluded that most of the redundant transmissions can be fil-

tered out on the basis of presented model to make a more energy-efficient MAC design

for sensor network applications.
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Chapter4
A localized, Spatial correlation

based collision-free MAC for EWSNs

In Event-driven Wireless Sensor Networks (EWSNs) having a high density of sensor

nodes whenever the phenomena of interests (PoIs) or events are detected and transmit-

ted, the transmitted measurements are spatially correlated, often redundantly. Since each

event triggers a large number of nodes for sensing and transmission, a large volume of

data may be generated for transmission. In such a scenario, sensors encounter severe

contention in the event area. By effectively exploiting spatial correlation and careful

node scheduling in the event area, unnecessary energy costs for both correlated transmis-

sions and collisions can be largely reduced. In this chapter, a novel hybrid TDMA/CSMA

MAC, known as Event-MAC is proposed. It takes into account the spatial correlation and

prioritized node scheduling for efficient event reporting. By activating the Event-MAC,

only when an event is detected, its dynamic time slot allocation guarantees collision-

free channel access with full channel utilization in the event area. Section 4.1 gives

the motivation about this work. The related work for Medium Access Control (MAC)
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protocols in WSNs is provided in Section 2.2. Based on the framework developed in

the section 3.5 of Chapter 3, the node selection techniques are first introduced here in

Section 4.2. A novel correlation based Hybrid MAC called as Event-MAC is then devel-

oped. It’s detailed design and implementation is discussed in section 4.3. The operation

of Event-MAC using an example is illustrated in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 discusses the

Event-MAC performance analysis along with its comparative study. Finally, the chapter

summary is provided in Section 4.6.

4.1 Motivation

Event-driven wireless sensor networks (EWSNs) is a spacial class of sensor networks

that are composed of large number of sensor nodes distributed in a terrain to sense the

PoIs. Such networks are considered to be event-driven where sensor nodes generate

data to send only when an event occurs in the monitoring area. Users expect accurate

event notification as fast as possible from these networks. Thus, EWSNs should provide

efficient reporting of critical data such as location of the event. Since each event triggers

a large number of nodes for sensing and transmission, a large volume of data may be

generated in a short span and is available for transmissions. In such scenarios, sensors

encounter severe contention in the event area.

Many existing MAC protocols (e.g. S-MAC [45], T-MAC [48], P-MAC [50] etc.)

utilize the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism [46] in order to handle hidden terminal, ex-

posed terminal and network congestion problems. For EWSNs, IEEE 802.11 DCF [46]

is not suitable as the larger value of contention window size is not always necessary.

Usually traffic is very low and becomes intense only when any activity is observed in a

specific zone of sensor field. Therefore, the performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF is not as

desired when network traffic is frequent or correlated depending on the nodes’ interac-

tion with physical environment. Tay, Jamieson, and Balakrishnan [89] have introduced
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the characteristics for event-driven sensor network applications as follows.

• An event-driven sensor network encounters spatially-correlated contention on the

occurrance of an event in a particular region/zone of monitored area. The multiple

nodes of same neighborhood sense it and send data to report it to the base station.

As a result, a synchronized burst of transmissions happens.

• In many applications, all the packets need not be treated as equally important. It is

enough if only some of the nodes are successful in transmitting the data.

• The number of nodes getting activated by an event in a particular region changes

with time. For example, when a target enters into a sensor field, the number of

active sensing nodes could become large very quickly.

In these types of traffic patterns, channel access delay and system throughput are the

performance limiting factor when number of reporting nodes are large in number for an

event. These characteristics pose a challenge in design of MAC protocol for EWSNs.

In this chapter, a novel hybrid TDMA/CSMA MAC, known as Event-MAC is pro-

posed that takes into account the spatial correlation and priorities on node scheduling for

the efficient event reporting. By activating Event-MAC only when an event is detected,

its dynamic time slot allocation guarantees collision-free channel access with full channel

utilization in the event area. The time is divided into control slot period and data slot pe-

riod. Data slots are assigned according to priority levels which are based on the received

energy level of the event source and parameters such as packet type, queue length, packet

delay and battery power level. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed corre-

lation based protocol outperforms the existing MAC protocols and has unique features

such as efficiency, simplicity, energy-efficiency, fairness and QoS provisioning.
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4.2 WSN Model used for MAC design

Consider a WSN, where N sensor nodes are evenly distributed over a measurement

field D (D ⊂ R2). The event source S is assumed to be located in the center of the

event area inside the field D. The nodes falling in the event area will have the threshold

exceeded (also called reporting nodes) and thus send the sensory information to the sink.

Each sensory node is assumed to be able to sense an event happening within the radius r

around it. Thus all the nodes within a radius r around the event location will be able to

sense and hence can act as reporting nodes. The event-based WSN scenario is shown in

Fig. 4.1.

As per discussions in the section 3.5 of Chapter 3 [90], it was found that the optimum

performance can be achieved by activating lesser number of reporting nodes M in the

event area (M < N ). Here, N is number of nodes which could sense the event. Thus,

the energy can be saved by exploiting spatial data correlation to limit the reporting nodes

while ensuring acceptable distortion constraint Dmax. To apply these results, a node

selection technique is required to select the optimal number of reporting nodes based

on Dmax, resulting in energy saving. We introduce a node selection technique in next

paragraph, which is used by the sink in order to select the reporting nodes and their

locations based on distortion constraint, Dmax. Accordingly, the sink can determine

average distance between selected reporting nodes and this computed average distance is

broadcast into the network. The nodes in the event area perform Event-MAC using this

average distance as explained in the section-4.3.

4.2.1 Node selection techniques

Based on results obtained on the distortion function given by Equation (3.23) in pre-

vious chapter, one can select reporting node (< N ) while achieving acceptable distortion

constraint, Dmax. If we choose the reporting nodes such that (i) they are as closer as
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Figure 4.1: Event-driven scenario with Source S.

possible to center of area where N nodes sensed the event information and (ii) they are

also as far as possible from each other, then even lower than M number of nodes provides

the same Dmax. These facts are taken into considerations in our proposed MAC design

as discussed in section-4.3.

As stated earlier, in order to use the correlation model, the problem is the determi-

nation of the optimal number of reporting nodes and their locations for the given infor-

mation reliability in term of Dmax. In coding theory, analysis of correlated signal field

and selection of correlated points in the signal field based on distortion constraint have

been investigated with well-established Vector Quantization (VQ) methods [91]. Using

VQ approach, Iterative Node Selection (INS) algorithm has been proposed for current

problem [14]. The INS algorithm determines the minimum number of reporting nodes

and their locations based on distortion constraint, Dmax. In other words, the average

minimum distance, denoted by Rcorr between selected reporting nodes is derived using

VQ approach. This Rcorr value is later used by CC-MAC to filter out correlated event

information by suitably selecting the nodes [14].

In our proposed MAC design, we use a different algorithm to derive the Rcorr for

a distortion constraint, Dmax. The flow chart of node selection algorithm is shown in
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Figure 4.2: Flow chart of representative node selection Algorithm

Fig. 4.2. The algorithm finds the value of M for given RE , Rcorr and N . It should be

noted that the predefined value of Dmax provides the optimal number of reporting nodes

denoted by M . For example, for given Dmax to be equal to 100 (using Fig. 3.5), the

minimum reporting nodes, M can be 24. For 24 reporting nodes, Rcorr will be 13 using

our algorithm. The event radius, RE is chosen to be 50m as shown in Table 4.1 for these

calculation.

Table 4.1: Results of our node selection algorithm (RE = 50m, N = 49)

Minimum selected reporting
nodes (M )

49 43 28 24 19 16 14 10

Minimum distance between
nodes (Rcorr)

1 6 11 13 15 18 19 21
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The node selection algorithm is executed at the sink node after the nodes’ deploy-

ment. It requires location information and sensing range of omni-directional sensors.

The knowledge of distances between sensor nodes is needed here. This can be done by

distances estimated by the nodes based on received signal strength. The exact locations

are not needed in our design since only relative distances between nodes are sufficient.

Thus, complicated sensor localization mechanisms are not needed. Any event will trig-

ger all the nodes within a radius of sensing range. Unlike CC-MAC [14], our design is

more realistic as it takes the advantage of all type of events where sensing ranges play

major role in the event detection process. In addition, proposed MAC protocol provides

collision free channel access by scheduling the packets based on their priorities and cor-

relations. In the next section, we present correlation based TDMA scheduling approach,

also called localized, event-oriented MAC for event-driven sensor network applications.

4.3 Event-MAC: A localized, event-oriented MAC

The sensing process is usually omni-directional [2]. A node can detect an event

within its limited sensing range. The event detection depends on the sensed strength

of emitted event signal, properties of physical phenomena, sensed event’s features and

the hardware of the node. An event may trigger large number of nodes for sensing and

transmission. For example, in surveillance applications, a target in sensor field will be

detected by the several nodes in its proximity. These nodes become active and send

reports about the target, to the sink. We call these nodes as source nodes or reporting

nodes for the detected target or event. The area covered by these nodes is referred to as

the influencing region or the event area. Two type of packets can exist in the event area:

newly generated reporting packets by source nodes and forwarded reporting packets sent

by intermediate nodes, also called the route-thru packets. When a node is successful in

injecting its own newly generated packets into the network, other nodes will treat these
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as route through packets.

When an event appears in a specific region, the Event-MAC localized TDMA is trig-

gered by the reporting nodes, which are suddenly activated for reporting the event to the

sink. The Event-MAC is ‘event-oriented’ in the sense that the TDMA frame only oper-

ates locally inside the event area. Sensor nodes outside of the event area perform pure

CSMA based channel access as a base line scheme to route event packets to the sink.

The nodes that detect the event consider themselves to be in the event area. These

nodes are then deemed as E-nodes. all E-nodes perform TDMA while the other nodes

that do not sense the event (e.g., nodes outside the event region) perform CSMA. As

soon as a node detects an event, it becomes an E-node. Since an event triggers multiple

nodes in same neighbourhood at the same time, E-nodes appear to be synchronized to

each other.

Every E-node keeps a timer that expires if an E-node does not have its own generated

packets for transmissions. When timer expires, the E-nodes waits for route-thru packets

for a wait time equal to the control slot period. It ensures that TDMA superframe op-

erates inside the event area till the packets from all E-nodes are sent successfully out of

event area. It means that the TDMA scheduling is responsible to provide collision-free

transmission of both type of packets (i.e., newly generated packet and route-thru packet)

inside the event area. TDMA superframe vanishes when all packets leave the event area

and traverse the other nodes to reach the sink.

Our protocol minimizes the number of unused slots by dynamically assigning slots to

E-nodes depending on the priority of packets. Furthermore, Event-MAC eliminates the

redundant transmissions by stopping the correlated nodes as specified by Rcorr.
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Figure 4.3: Structure of superframe in event-oriented MAC

4.3.1 Framing Structures in Event-MAC

The TDMA frame structure, also called as superframe, is shown in Fig. 4.3. Several

superframes may be repeated to schedule the packets over the channel. The channel

is divided into uniform time slots. A superframe is composed of a control slot period

and data slot period. The slots in control slot period are allocated for control packet

transmission, while data slots are used for data packet transmission. In each control

packet, synchronization information is used to ensure the synchronization of E-nodes.

Guard period is also used in each slot to reduce the error in reception.

Initially, sensor nodes follow CSMA-based channel access scheme with low power

listening (LPL) mode (like B-MAC) when there is no activity. B-MAC [92] uses the in-

terfaces of LPL and clear channel assessment (CCA) for higher energy-efficiency. Once

an event appears in a specific region or zone, triggered sensor nodes start TDMA schedule

on the fly in that zone. Each E-node transmits over the allocated time slots. Determining

the number of data time slots is adaptive because this number is determined from infor-

mation received using control packets and on the available number of active E-nodes in

the event area.

Fig. 4.4 shows the structure of the control packet used in Event-MAC. A control

packet consists of synchronization (syn) bits, source (Src) ID, destination (Dst) ID, pri-

ority, indicator bits (see Table 4.2), Source packet (SP) field, received signal strength of

event source (i.e., energy level), and transmit power. The control slot period includes
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Table 4.2: Description of Indicator Bits

Indicator Bits Description
000 Control Packet
001 Data Packet
010 Acknowledgement to data Packet

Figure 4.4: Control Packet structure for control slot period

the sequence of time slots for control packets {CS1, CS2, ..., CSN} and one reserved

control slot (RCS) for a new E-node to join the superframe. RCS is reserved to initiate

the communication if an E-node has a data packet for transmission. In order to take part

in communication, a E-node joins the superframe by broadcasting a control packet in

RCS as a request for data slot. To capture RCS, all E-nodes first perform CSMA based

scheme to contend for the channel. Therefore, only a contention winner can broadcast its

control packet into RCS. We define the slot length of RCS to be long enough to broad-

cast a control packet. The slot length of RCS is twice that of CS’ s slot length. When an

E-node broadcasts its control packet successfully on RCS, the RCS in next superframe

is kept vacant for another new E-node by moving the successful E-node to subsequent

control slot (i.e., CS1 in Fig. 4.4). If an E-node wants to leave the channel, its vacant CS

is healed by shifting the nodes in corresponding to successive control slots in sequence

to fill the gap in the next superframe.

The number of control slots depends on the number of active E-nodes in the event
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Figure 4.5: Structures for Data and ACK packets.

area. Since each E-node sends its request for data transmission by a control packet, all

active E-nodes have the record of the number of E-nodes (i.e., reporting nodes) taking

part in communication. It is assumed that transmission range is greater than the sens-

ing range or event radius. So the E-nodes inside the event area form fully connected

sub-network. When an E-node gets its control slot, data slot is assigned during data

slot period based on the priority of packet. If a node captures the RCS to create the su-

perframe first time, there is no need to calculate priority. After RCS, data slot DS1 is

scheduled for data packet transmission. The destination node receives this data packet

because it knows when to wake up to receive after getting the control packets in control

slot period. The data packet scheduling order is determined by each node receiving the

superframe, after calculating the priority based on the information received in the con-

trol packets. The priority to the packets are given according to type of packet, queue

length, packet delay, received energy level of the event source and residual energy of

nodes as explained later in Section 4.3.3. The data packet scheduling in data slots would

be DS1, DS2, DS3, ..., DSN , where N is total number of E-nodes requesting data slots

through control packets during the control slot period. By calculating the priority, all the

E-nodes which are listening to the control packets, are able to know the data schedule in
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the data slot period. They can now sleep and wake up only to transmit the packet on the

designated data slot only. Fig. 4.5 shows the structures for Data and ACK packets. In

the section 4.3.3, we show how the priority levels of the packets are determined and the

data slots are assigned accordingly. In addition, we also show how to schedule the nodes

based on correlation as well as the received signal strength of the event source to achieve

better information reliability.

4.3.2 Time synchronization

In TDMA scheme, two nodes can communicate to each other only if both the nodes

agree on the transmission timing. This necessitates the time synchronization, but our

protocol does not rely on any synchronization scheme. Once an event occurs, it activates

many nodes to be activated for transmissions. Since these nodes wake up at the same

time upon occurrence of an event, all activated nodes appear to be synchronized to each

other. In addition, time synchronised nodes broadcast synchronization information in

their control packets. If a node is trying to join the superframe, it has to receive this

timing information for synchronization with the superframe.

4.3.3 Event-oriented, Correlation based scheduling

The CC-MAC [14] provides energy-efficient channel access by exploiting the effect

of spatial correlation on achieved distortion at the sink. Based on the similar philosophy,

our MAC design aims to provide the collision-free channel access and priority schedul-

ing within the event area based on correlation and packet’s sub-priorities. It guarantees

reliable event reporting with minimum energy consumption and low end-to-end latency.

In this section, we first describe some observations about CC-MAC. Based on the ob-

servations, we discuss corresponding innovations in our MAC design. Next, we consider

the prioritized event reporting in the event region. In the analysis presented in Section 2,
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it was shown that the representative node selection based on its location from the event

source rather than the random selection improves the achieved event distortion signifi-

cantly. Furthermore, the priority levels should be assigned to packets according to the

type of packet, queue length, packet delay, received energy level from a source and the

residual energy of nodes.

• Exploiting the spatial correlation in data

Based on the discussions presented in Section 4.2, the number of representative E-

nodes is less than total E-nodes in the event area for a given maximum distortion con-

straint, Dmax. The selection of representative E-nodes can be determined using our pro-

posed node selection algorithm shown in Fig. 4.2. The node selection algorithm, which

is running at the sink, determines the correlation radius Rcorr for given Dmax and RE .

This Rcorr value is then informed to each sensor nodes in the network during network

setup.

If the E-nodes have the record of the number of source nodes for an event during con-

trol slot period, correlated data transmission can be eliminated by allowing transmissions

from selective E-nodes based on the spatial correlation. According to available informa-

tion from control packets, an E-nodes can easily determine whether a source node has

the request for a data slot or not. The source nodes which are in correlation radius of

Rcorr are denoted as the correlation neighbours. To avoid the redundant transmission of

data due to correlation, only one source node within Rcorr radius is assigned the data slot

for transmission while others can sleep. In our design, before transmitting event reports,

every node requests for a data slot by sending a control packet in the control slot pe-

riod. So potential source nodes can stop transmitting their requests if these nodes receive

control packets belonging to correlation neighbours. After receiving the control packets,

E-nodes extract the information about inter-node distance. If the distance is found to be
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Rcorr
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Figure 4.6: Redundancy in data using inter-distance between nodes.

less then Rcorr, E-nodes discard their own reports from queue and may cancel out the

requests. A similar scheme has been used in CC-MAC [14] for handling correlation-

based event reports, but it filters out the correlation based on overhearing which causes

additional power consumption.

Based on CC-MAC [14], we have a scenario to show that the correlation in data

will still be present if nodes decide to send reports according to the distance between

them [93]. We argue that CC-MAC fails to filter out correlation completely using over-

hearing. The scenario is shown in Fig. 4.6, where node B finds itself out of A’s cor-

relation region. So node B has to be a representative node. But, we can see that the

correlation regions of both nodes overlaps significantly about 39%. The CC-MAC will

allow B to send its own reports, because the distance between A and B is found to be

greater than Rcorr. To handle the problem, we have provision to allow transmission

according to correlation more efficiently.

As shown above, the E-nodes near the boundary still send their reports. In our de-

sign, they also try to join the superframe using control packets. These E-nodes still have

Redundancy in data based on distance with other representative E-nodes. To further re-

move the redundancy in data due to correlation, we schedule these partially overlapped

correlated region with other correlated region based on the amount of correlation. For
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simplicity, we assume that the control packets of source nodes in the buffer are denoted

by {s1, s2, ..., sk}, where k is number of packet from the source nodes. According

to the distance between si and sj , ∀i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, an E-node can easily deter-

mine the control packets belonging to the E-nodes whose correlation regions are par-

tially overlapping with it. Let us take the distance dij , between the node si and sj ,

where i = 1, j = 2, 3, 4, ..., k, and i �= j. Following two steps are executed by E-node

si. If d(i,j) ≥ Rcorr, but < 2Rcorr, then sj node has partially overlapped correlation

area. These nodes are then scheduled according to increasing order of the amount by

INTC(dij)/π(Rcorr)
2, where INTC(dij) denotes the intersection area of two circles

of the radius Rcorr centered at two points located at si and sj . INTC(dij) can be

determined in advance using 4
� Rcorr

dij/2

�
(Rcorr)2 − x2dx during network setup.

In the next section, we discuss the strategy to assign the data slots based on control

packet requests. As per amount of correlation, two tables (say Table-A and Table-B)

are maintained by each E-node by extracting information from received control packets.

Table-A contains the records of those nodes which are representative nodes among its

correlation neighbours without any overlap with the other ones. Table-B will have record

of representative nodes whose correlation regions are partially overlapping with others.

Using priority calculation, the data slot assignment is first performed on the representa-

tive nodes belonging to the records in Table-A. Remaining data slots are assigned to the

representative nodes belonging to Table-B according to increasing order of the amount

of correlation as discussed above. E-nodes calculate priority index (PI) depending on

packet type, queue length, packet delay, received energy level of event source and resid-

ual energy of nodes as explained in next section. Priority in data slot assignment will be

in decreasing order of Net Priority Index (NPI) which is weighted sum of current PI and

last calculated PI (i.e., in last superframe) for E-nodes requesting data slots in current su-

perframe. Since, each node will have same inputs for calculations, they all will compute
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the same schedule and find their place in it.

• Priority calculator and Packet Schedular

A packet scheduler used in our design is function of MAC-layer queue only, and

it can be implemented easily in reality. Based on the practical assumptions, wireless

scheduling can be performed by MAC layer and the scheduler does not have to access

transport layer information [94]. In this section, we first define mapping rules according

to received energy level of the event source and residual energy of a node. We then

introduce the rules of sub-priority indexing for the type of data packet, queue length and

packet delay. These rules are used to calculate the Priority Index (PI) of a node requesting

a data slot after getting the slot for control packet in the superframe.

We assume a simple detection model in which an event is detectable if received signal

strength is greater than a threshold, known as the sensitivity. At the beginning of the

event reporting, all E-nodes sample the energy level of detected event signal. Each E-

node calculates a number α ranging from 0 to 1, depending on how strong is the received

signal strength (RSS) compared to the threshold. Higher, the received energy level than

the threshold, higher will be the number. We propose a stair case function f(p) shown

in Fig. 4.7(a) to map the received energy level of a node to α. This mapping gives the

selection order of the nodes for event signal reconstruction. As seen from Fig. 4.7(a),

when energy level is higher than Lrss
max, α is equal to 1 and for energy level lower than

Lrss
min, α is zero. This criteria ensures that if E-nodes are close enough to the event

source, they have more chance to send their reports according to received energy level

of event source. Furthermore, it is mandatory to balance the energy consumption among

E-nodes. To maintain the balanced energy consumption inside the event area, we also

map the remaining battery power of an E-node to sub-priorities (denoted by (BP) Battery

Power) as show n in Fig. 4.7(b) and Table 4.3. Here, Lb
max is maximum battery power
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Figure 4.7: (a) Mapping of RSS of emitted event source with α, (b) Mapping of Battery power
into sub-priorities for a node.

level.

As discussed earlier, two type of packets are considered i.e., newly generated report-

ing packet and route-thru packets. The route-thru packets are more important than newly

generated reporting packets. We use Source packet (SP) field to differentiate these type

of packet. One bit field SP in the control packet determines whether the data packet to

be transmitted is originating at this node or forwarded by it. When an E-node needs to

transmit a packet generated by it, the SP field is set to 1 in control packet. Otherwise, SP

field is set to 0 to treat it as route-thru packet.

The priority to packets can be given according to type of packet, queue length, packet

delay, sensed energy level of the event and remaining battery power level at transmitting

node. Table 4.3 shows the sub-priority index values. Priority index value (PI) for each

data packet is computed by each node and data slot sequences are assigned accordingly.

Based on above mentioned rules, PI is calculated as

PI = 2α(PT +QL+ PD)BP. (4.1)

As seen from Eq. (4.1), PI calculation takes care of node’s remaining battery power
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Table 4.3: Sub-priority index values for BP, PT, QL and PD

Packet Type Sub-priority (PT)
Reporting Packet
with SP =1

1

Reporting Packet
with SP =0

2

Battery Power Level Sub-priority (BP)
< 0.1Lb

max 0
Range
[ 0.1Lb

max, 1
2L

b
max ]

1

Range
[ 1

2L
b
max, Lb

max ]
2

(4a) (4b)

Queue Length Sub-priority (QL)
1 – 5 Packets 0
5 – 10 Packets 1
>10 Packets 2

Packet Delay Sub-priority (PD)
<5 superframes 0
5 – 10 superframes 1
>10 superframes 2

(4c) (4d)

(i.e. BP ) and sensed energy level (i.e. α) of event source. So E-node with high received

energy level and more residual energy have larger PI irrespective of PT (Packet Type), QL

(Queue Length) and PD (Packet Delay). The net priority index (NPI) of each packet will

be sum of current PI and calculated PI in last superframe. The last calculated PI value is

sent to other nodes using control packet. If a E-node does not have last calculated PI, the

default value of PI is assumed to be 3 in last superframe.

After getting PI values from all E-nodes in the control packet broadcast, an E-node

can find current NPI for each E-node. It then arranges the NPI in decreasing order. The

data slot sequence is allocated to data packets according to the decreasing order of NPI

value. The E-node with highest NPI is assigned with first data slot DS1 and subsequent

data slots are assigned as per decreasing NPI value. The nodes with same NPI will have

data slot order according to the order of received control packet in control slot period.

Since each E-node that has data to send, joins the superframe by broadcasting a control

packet with all the information, all other nodes have complete record for applying the

above rules in NPI calculations. Thus, the calculated NPI by an E-node will be same for
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all the others also.

4.4 Working of Event-MAC

In this section, the operation of Event-MAC is discussed with an illustrative example.

Since multiple nodes detect an event at a time, these E-nodes appear to be synchronized

to each other. Every E-nodes first contends to capture the RCS for joining the superframe.

Initially, first contention winner of RCS creates the superframe. Other E-nodes then join

the superframe one by one and the superframe will grow. The working of Event-MAC

consists of the following four steps.

Step 1 – Entry of new reporting nodes: When a new node has data to send into the net-

work where the communication is already in progress through the running superframe,

it has to send its control packet over RCS. A node trying to join the superframe first

examines the running superframe to know the time of RCS. A new node can synchro-

nise with the superframe by listening the beacons sent from others in the control slots.

Then it contend for the channel for transmitting control slot in RCS using CSMA/CA.

Upon success of RCS, it occupies subsequent control slot, CS when the superframe re-

peats next time. Similarly, other potential sender nodes occupy the control slots (i.e.,

CSi, CSi+1, .., where i is a slot number).

Step 2 – Leaving the superframe: When a node which has no packet to send and its

buffer is empty, it can leave the running superframe by not sending any control packet in

the assigned CS. All receiving nodes find corresponding CS of this node to be vacant (i.e.,

they do not receive the control packet). Hence they assume that the node has withdrawn.

So they update their control slot positions by shifting places when next superframe starts.

Step 3 – Transmission over data slots: After all the nodes have sent their control

packets and thus received the control packets from all the other nodes, they calculate

NPI to determine the order in which these nodes would send the data packets during
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data slot period. Each node in the superframe sends its data packet over the channel in

its own data slot. After the successful reception of a data packet, the receiver sends an

acknowledgement packet to complete the communication for a single data slot. After

complection of transmissions of data packets during the data slot periods, the superframe

again continues to repeat over the channel. The nodes follow the sequence which is the

continuation of the previous control packet sequence. These control packets are then

followed by the data packets as stated earlier.

Step 4 – Transmission Power control: The transmission power of the control packet is

sent along with the control packets. The nodes can sense the power of the received con-

trol packet. With the information about transmitted power and sensed received power,

the nodes can compute the distance of the sender. Thus the nodes can minimise their

transmission power while ensuring that the packet should reach the destination with re-

quired SNR. The advantage is the less power consumption by the nodes. If there are large

number of reporting nodes present in the event area and all of them are not taking active

part in communication, the nodes can go to sleep mode. The reporting nodes which have

no packets to transmit can temporarily leave or pretend to leave the superframe. This

is done by stopping the transmission of control packets. In the sleep mode, a reporting

node does not transmit any packet but it receives all the control packets from other active

reporting nodes in the event area. As discussed earlier, the nodes waits for a time which

is equal to duration of control slot period, So they may know about the packets destined

to it.

4.4.1 Illustrative Example

Consider a simple WSN network as shown in Fig. 4.8. Nine sensor nodes detect the

occurrence of the event. They are denoted as n1, n2, n3, ..., and n9. Consider that only

3 nodes are sufficient to report the event information for the given distortion constraint.
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It means these correlation regions of Rcorr radius are to be formed on the given event

radius, RE . The stepwise operation is as given below.

• Event-MAC operation begins by starting the superframe at time t0. At t0, all

9 nodes initiate by contending the channel access for their control packets using

CSMA. Suppose n1 is the contention winner to broadcast a control packet into

RCS. This packet is received by the following nodes, n2, n3, ..., n9, and n18.

• Since n1 creates the superframe, it occupies DS1 for its data packet. Now next

superframe will repeat at time, t1 which would be 2tcs + tds.

• After examining the control packet from n1 node, the nodes n2 and n3 discard

their own generated packets and go into sleep mode. If these nodes have route-thru

packet to send, then they would try to get RCS during next superframe.

• n1 and remaining nodes outside of Rcorr region of n1 (i.e., n4, n5, ..., n9, n18

store the identity of n1 in their own generated reporting lists.

• n1 sends its data packet to the sink through following route, [n1, n18, n15, n10, n16, n19,

Outside the event area, nodes perform LPL-based CSMA channel access. So after

receiving the control packet of n1, n18 as a destination node wakes up to receive

data packet for passing it to other node using normal CSMA channel access.

• At t1, next superframe starts. the control packet of n1 moves to CS1 and RCS is

kept vacant for new potential sender in this superframe.

• Suppose that n4 captures RCS by successfully sending a control packet. Now,

nodes n1 and n4 get the slots in control slot period, the data slots are assigned

according to priority which is determined by NPI calculation for each nodes. Sup-

pose node n4 has first priority then n1. So DS1 and DS2 will be given to n4 and

n1 respectively.
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• The control packet of n4 is received by all other nodes in the event area. By

examining the packet, if nodes find themselves within Rcorr region, they go to

sleep (i.e.,n5, n6, n7). The n4 sends its data packet to the sink through following

route, [n4, n13, n14, n17, sinknode].

• Next superframe continues to repeats on time t2 which would be t1 + tcs +2tcs +

2tds. Similarly, all active reporting nodes join the superframe as illustrated in

Fig. 4.9.

4.5 Performance Evaluation

This section first analyzes the performance of the proposed Event-MAC protocol.

Thereafter the performance comparison with the correlation-based channel access schemes,

CC-MAC [14], SC-MAC [15] and simple wireless MAC scheme i.e. IEEE 802.11 [46]

has been done.

Our simulation results used the models and metrics in NS–2 network simulator [95].

The default network parameters and Event-MAC design in NS–2 are discussed in Ap-

pendix A. The performance metrics used in our simulations are given in Chapter 1.

Our analysis considers the Random Correlated Event Traffic (RCET) model [85] to

simulate bursty traffic triggered by spatially correlated nodes within an event area. This

is commonly used model for event-driven applications such as detection, tracking etc.

RCET picks a random point at (x, y) location in 2-dimensional plane. If every node

has r-radius disk sensor (e.g., omni-directional sensors), the nodes within circular area

of sensing range r centered at (x, y) are allowed to generate packets as reports for this

event. These reports traverse towards the sink through multi-hop communication. We

simulated 50 random networks by placing 100 nodes randomly over the 1000×1000 m2

area. For each network, the sink node is placed at one of the corner of the area and
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RCET model is used to generate multiple events, each within 50 seconds interval. The

simulations are conducted using these 50 random networks and the results are produced

by averaging them to minimize the statistical noise.

Since EWSNs should provide fast and accurate event notification of the PoI, we need

a fast routing protocol. The routing protocols for sensor networks are mainly classi-

fied into three types: Pro-active routing, Reactive routing and Geographical routing. We

adopted geographical routing [96] in our simulations. Geographical routing does not re-

quire prior route construction and maintenance. Thus, no additional overhead is needed

for dissemination of the topology information. Hence, it offers low-overhead and low-

latency which is best suited for event-driven applications. Actual geographical positions

of nodes are used to forward the packets from one location to another. In other words,

packets are transmitted/forwarded to the location of destination node without use of net-

work address or routing table. The location information can be obtained by GPS (Global

Positioning System) or localization algorithms [97, 98]. Thus, the routing protocol traffic

is not included in our simulations.

4.5.1 Event-MAC performance analysis

Property 1. For ∀i, j, if priority li is larger than lj , then there exists ti < tj .

Proof. The theorem shows that the nodes with higher NPI have first chance to schedule

their data. In Event-MAC, a node with higher NPI gets first slot if its request arrives

during control slot period. According to definition-1, if higher NPI corresponds to higher

priority li, ti < tj . It means E-node with high received energy level and more residual

energy will get first chance to transmit data than the other nodes.

Property 2. Event-MAC is a soft real-time MAC protocol.

Proof. Event-MAC provides collision-free channel access and priority based scheduling
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for event reporting. Upon occurrence of an event, activated nodes perform Event-MAC

and start joining the superframe. Initially, first contention winner node creates the su-

perframe. Each reporting node joins the superframe by sending a control packet on

superframe as a request for data slot. The reports are not transmitted immediately af-

ter sending the request during control slot period. There are minimum and maximum

transmission delay for m reports.

Once the contention is resolved, the minimum transmission delay, Dmin for a report

will be when first data slot is assigned in next superframe i.e.,

Dmin = 2tcs +mtcs + tds. (4.2)

Similarly, the maximum transmission delay Dmax after the contention win for a report

will be when last data slot is assigned i.e.,

Dmax = 2tcs +mtcs +mtds. (4.3)

Based on above analysis, Event-MAC offers bounded time delay and hence supports

real-time event reporting. Therefore, it is a soft real-time MAC for EWSNs.

To get more insight into the protocol operation, We consider the two cases in our

simulations for Event-MAC performance. In case-1, the Event-MAC is compared with

traditional slot assignment scheme (TSA) as used in conventional TDMA schemes based

on graph coloring techniques. In case-2, we evaluate the performance of the protocol by

varying load of traffic by changing the reporting interval.

Fig. 4.10, shows the results of case-1 where we measure average energy consump-

tion and event latency in the network to report an event using different reporting intervals

for the node deployment scenario given in Section 4.5 ( default parameters given in Ta-

ble A.1). In this case, it can be seen from Fig. 4.10 that different slot assignment strategies
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of Event-MAC with traditional slot assignment scheme (TSA).
(a) Average energy consumed by network to report an event, (b) average event latency.

will have different performance. Event-MAC performance is better in terms of energy

consumption rate and event latency when traffic is variable in the event area. Since no

slot is left vacant in Event-MAC, significant amount of energy saving is possible com-

pared to TSA scheme. On an average, 70 % energy is conserved for the given traffic

range as shown in Fig. 4.10(a). Further Event-MAC allocates time slots dynamically and

hence has lesser delay (Fig. 4.10(b)). One can observe 45% reduction in the delay for

reporting interval of 0.05s and 89.7% for reporting interval of 1s. Hence by dynamically

assigning data slots, the event-MAC ensures full channel utilization and hence supports

real-time reporting with much less event latency.

Table 4.4: Average number of potential senders for each event under different
sensing ranges

Event sensing range (m) 50 100 200 300 400 500
Reporting nodes (N ) 6 18 24 38 42 56

For the case-2, we adjust the event sensing range r from 50 to 250 meters using
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same network setup. So the number of nodes sending the event reports will change more

creating bursty traffic. Table 4.4 shows the average value of potential reporting nodes for

different values of sensing range r. Multiple events are chosen randomly with maximum

interval of 50 seconds during the simulation time. We first measure the total energy

consumed per unit time by the network to transmit fixed number of reports over a given

simulation time i.e. packet transmission rate. This gives energy consumption rate as jouls

per second or Watts. Using Event-MAC, slower traffic will lead to lower rates of energy

consumption. Further, the average distortion achieved at the sink is measured from the

received reports of representative nodes.

Fig 4.11 shows the results for case-2 for four different correlation radius values i.e.,

Rcorr = 0, 30m, 40m, and 50m. It can be seen from Fig 4.11(a) that the rate of

energy consumption increases as the reporting nodes are increased. This is expected since

more traffic is generated when event area spreads due to increased sensing range. For

increasing values of Rcorr, energy consumption is less as fewer representative nodes are

chosen to send the event information to the sink. As an example, energy saving of 78.9%

is possible by increasing the value of Rcorr from 30m to 50m for 500m sensing range. It

can also be clearly seen that Event-MAC (schedule based) is more energy-efficient than

contention based MAC. In Fig 4.11(b), effect of correlation radius, Rcorr on measured

distortion is shown with different sensing ranges. As seen from Fig 4.11(b), average

distortion is relatively constant as the sensing range increases which causes participation

of more reporting nodes in the event reporting. The measured distortion does not show

the impact of correlation radius. This demonstrates that results using Event-MAC are

consistent with theoretical results presented in the section 3.4 of Chapter 3. Because

Event-MAC provides priority based node selection similar to ordered selection case in

Fig. 3.5. So the nodes closer to the event source would have higher priority to schedule

data than the other nodes. Thus, the reports from closest nodes around the event source
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Figure 4.11: Performance of Event-MAC on energy consumption and achieved distortion.
(a) Average energy consumption per unit of time, (b) Achieved event distortion at the sink.

would be scheduled first to reach the sink. This is the reason that the measured distortion

stays constant to a minimum value.

In event-driven applications, network traffic load may be low due to infrequent oc-
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Figure 4.12: Event-MAC performance on detection latency. (a) with different correlation
radius Rcorr , (b) with different priority.

currence of events, but critical data such as event notification packets are of interest. So

we measure the delay taken by first packet to reach the sink (i.e., detection latency). As

seen from Fig. 4.12(a), this metric shows that Event-MAC has smaller detection latency
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which is desirable. To get more insight into the protocol operation, Fig. 4.12(b) shows the

performance of Event-MAC with priority. Three nodes (Node-A, Node-B and Node-C)

are arranged in such a way that Node-A would have higher priority than other two nodes

as it is much closer to event source. Similarly, Node-B has higher priority then Node-C.

Thus, the priority would be in the order: Node-A>Node-B>Node-C. In Fig. 4.12(b), the

node with higher priority shows much shorter delays than the nodes with lower prior-

ity. The difference in delays is shown for different sensing range. This demonstrates

that the Event-MAC provides tolerable detection latency. As per theorem-2 also, we can

conclude that Event-MAC supports real-time event reporting with higher success rate.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of various MAC protocols for energy-efficiency. Average energy
consumed by network (a) with spread of event area, (b) with achieved distortion at the sink.

4.5.2 Comparative analysis

In this subsection, we compare the simulation results for Event-MAC with CC-

MAC [14], SC-MAC [15] and IEEE 802.11 [46] using same node deployment scenario as

given in the previous subsection. First a comparative study of energy-efficiency for each
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of the five protocols has been presented. Then, the performance using the two metrics

success rate and coverage ratio has been given.

As the main advantage of proposed Event-MAC, we show the gain in energy conser-

vation and the measurement distortion at the sink with the number of reporting nodes (i.e.,

sensing range) in Fig. 4.13. It can be seen that significant energy is conserved by applying

Event-MAC compared to CC-MAC and SC-MAC schemes. This is because the Event-

MAC relieves collisions and over-hearing which is also evident in Fig. 4.11(a) even with

different correlation radii. The CC-MAC and SC-MAC have poor erformance due to

higher collisions and over-hearing. As an example, 16.52% energy can be conserved by

applying Event-MAC as compared with CC-MAC for larger number of reporting nodes

in occurrence (i.e., for 500m sensing range). Similarly, as compared with SC-MAC,

19.16% energy is conserved by Event-MAC for 500m sensing range. Fig. 4.13(b) shows

the performance with measured distortion at the sink. We can see that energy conser-

vation using Event-MAC is even higher for achieving a larger range of distortion at the

sink. The reason is efficient decision in node selection and node scheduling in the event

area. Thus, minimum number of reporting nodes which are sufficient to achieve required

distortion at the sink has been activated by Event-MAC.

Fig. 4.14 shows the performance in terms of success rate and coverage. The contention-

based protocols CC-MAC and SC-MAC show poor lower performance, especially when

event area becomes larger for both the metrics i.e., the success rate as well as the cov-

erage as seen in Fig. 4.14(a) and Fig. 4.14(b). This is because the probability of packet

drop is higher due to collisions and contention. Thus, fewer reports reach the sink node

as expected. In Fig. 4.14(b), coverage performance is poor for CC-MAC and SC-MAC.

One can observe that the Event-MAC has better performance in terms of both success

rate and coverage. Event-MAC provides high coverage (i.e., low redundancy in data)

and high success rate. Thus, our node selection scheme performs much better to further
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of various MAC protocols. (a) The success rate, (b) Coverage of
the event area by representative nodes.

minimize the correlated information present in WSNs with high coverage. Furthermore,

efficient dynamic data scheduling used in Event-MAC achieves high success rate.
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4.6 Summary

Based on the new sensing framework, correlation based hybrid TDMA/CSMA proto-

col called Event-MAC is proposed in which the nodes switch over to TDMA scheduling

mode only when an event is detected. Otherwise, simple low power CSMA/CA channel

access operates network-wide. Furthermore, correlation based efficient decision on node

selection and prioritized node scheduling make the Event-MAC a novel correlation-based

MAC for EWSNs. Proposed protocol is compared with existing correlation-based MAC

protocols to examine its performance. The performance improvement in term of energy

consumption, distortion, success rate, detection latency, and coverage were investigated.

It has been demonstrated that our proposed Event-MAC offers minimum distortion, high

energy-saving, acceptable latency, low correlation (or higher coverage) and high success

rate. In addition, proposed Event-MAC can adapt to different event sensing ranges i.e.,

large and small event areas.
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Chapter5
Correlation-based Energy-efficient

data collection Scheme for WSN

In this chapter, spatial correlation-based clustering technique is proposed. Based

on the framework developed in Chapter 3, some observations and innovations are dis-

cussed to develop a correlation-based energy-efficient data collection method, termed PS-

NLEACH for WSNs. PS-NLEACH is an extension of the cluster-based routing method

called N-LEACH which provides dynamic clustering and data collection in rounds for

WSNs. PS-NLEACH exploits spatial correlation to minimize energy consumption and

prevent superfluous correlated data collection, without degrading the information relia-

bility. Section 5.1 gives the motivation for this work. In Section 2.3, related existing

work on routing protocols for WSNs had already been reviewed. In Sections 5.2, a novel

correlation-based PS-NLEACH is proposed. The simulation results are discussed in sec-

tion 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes the chapter.
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5.1 Motivation

Since WSNs are usually operated unattended in harsh environments, monitoring ac-

tivities cannot be managed efficiently without human intervention. In such environments,

sensor nodes are randomly deployed in large numbers (that is, hundreds or thousands

of nodes) to ensure fine-grained monitoring. The routing and data-gathering protocols

should be energy-aware in order to maximize the life-span of the network. In WSNs, the

grouping of nodes into clusters has been widely adopted along with routing and data-

gathering protocols to achieve high energy efficiency and to maximum the life-span of

the network [1, 72, 25]. These hierarchical data-gathering protocols provide data fusion

and aggregation through cluster-based organization of the nodes. Thus they minimize the

energy consumption of nodes to maintain long-term operation of WSN.

Current literature on cluster-based routing protocols [17, 72, 25, 68, 99, 100, 101]

for WSNs focuses mainly on energy efficiency, system scalability and life-span of the

network. There is very little research effort on the design of networking protocols that

are capable of exploiting the spatial correlation directly. The correlation in data can be

considered in the design process of clustering protocols. The cluster formation procedure

should generate correlation-based clusters according to the given constraint of informa-

tion reliability, so that the required data resolution can be preserved by the cluster head

(CH) nodes while using minimum number of member nodes. Thus, energy optimization

in the process of clustering is a fundamental design challenge for many sensor network

applications.

Motivated by the results and discussions in the section 3.4, a correlation-based clus-

tering technique is proposed to reduce redundant information during data collection for

hierarchical routing protocols. As discussed in Chapter 3, exploiting the spatial corre-

lation at the network layer can lead to significant performance improvement of routing

protocols. Intuitively, data collection from spatially uncorrelated nodes provides more
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useful information than the collection of data from close-by correlated nodes. Hence,

a smaller number of nodes should be sufficient enough to gather data rather then every

node doing so in the network, and this would not degrade information reliability.

In this chapter, the alternative sensing model discussed in earlier chapters has been

used to capture details of spatial correlation to enable the design of an energy-efficient

routing protocol. Based on the results obtained using the framework given in Chapter 3,

a correlation-based Pre-selected N-LEACH algorithm (PS-NLEACH) follows.

5.2 Correlation-based Pre-selected N-LEACH algorithm

LEACH [25] is one of the best cluster-based routing protocols for WSNs. In LEACH,

cluster heads (CHs) are selected with probability p among all the sensor nodes of the

network in each round. After the CHs are selected according to p, each sensor node

which is not a CH in the current round, finds an closest CH to join as a member. The

CHs collect data from their members and aggregate it. Finally, the CHs transmit the

aggregated data to the sink node directly. Due to the random selection of CHs in LEACH,

the number of CHs is different in each round. The varying numbers of CHs in each round

will also have dissimilar numbers of nodes in every cluster. As a result, there will be

uneven energy consumption in each round. N-LEACH [102] is one of the solutions to

this problem. In N-LEACH, balanced energy consumption is provided by selecting a

cluster head based on the number of supported nodes in the previous round. N-LEACH

achieves a consumption of approximately 1 epoch of energy on an average in each round.

However, N-LEACH does not provide any scheme which exploits the spatial correlation

during data collection.

Based on the framework developed in section 3.3 of Chapter 3, when a greedy cor-

related clustering (GCC) algorithm is used, sets of correlated clusters are formed and all

nodes in a cluster are considered highly correlated. It is shown that correlation regions
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(also called correlated clusters) can be formed by fine-tuning the correlation parameters

ϑ and ξ. Table 3.2 in Chapter 3 indicates the results of Rcorr for different values of ϑ and

ξ. A CH can re-adjust the correlated cluster members to an optimum level very quickly

by adjusting ϑ and ξ and re-executing the GCC algorithm developed in Chapter 3.

The Pre-selected N-LEACH combines N-LEACH with the Greedy Correlated Clus-

tering algorithm [90]. In [90], the spatial correlation function is derived and correlated

regions are formed using that function. A GCC algorithm is proposed to divide the sen-

sor nodes into correlated regions of radius Rcorr. Following [90], PS-NLEACH protocol

divides sensor nodes into several correlated regions of Rcorr, where all the nodes in a re-

gion are considered as redundant nodes. Only one sensor node located at the center of the

Rcorr circular region can be selected as a representative of the region. Since these repre-

sentative nodes are selected before dynamic routing in each round, the proposed protocol

is named the Pre-selected N-LEACH. The dynamic routing N-LEACH algorithm is then

executed by these representative nodes only to perform the actual operation of routing,

while other non-representative nodes go into sleep-mode during the current round.

Based on the framework developed in the section 3.3, the relationship between cor-

relation and the sensor nodes is derived in terms of the parameters ϑ, ξ and Rcorr. It is

restated as

ξ =
cos−1 (Rcorr

ϑ )

π
− Rcorr

πϑ2
.
»
(ϑ2 −R2

corr). (5.1)

The following are the concluding remarks using equation (5.1) based on the parameters

ϑ, ξ and Rcorr.

• If any node nk lies within Rcorr from node ni, both nk and ni are found to be

strongly correlated to each other. Otherwise, the correlation between them is con-

sidered weak.
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• A densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into disjoint circular correlated clus-

ters of size Rcorr for the given values of ϑ and ξ. Only a single node from this

correlated cluster can be selected as a representative of the region covered by these

nodes.

• A circular region of radius Rcorr depends on the control parameter ϑ and ξ. The

value of ξ controls the number of nodes which forms a Rcorr - sized correlation

region. The larger value of ξ implies stronger correlation. The value of ϑ controls

the extent of the area from which event information is to be gathered.

Based on the above observations, the parameter ξ can be a function of data resolution

in sensor measurements or in the achieved information reliability at the sink. To get

more insight into using the above parameters, simulations were conducted over a 100 ×

100 m2 area where 200 nodes are distributed randomly by varying the values of ϑ and ξ.

Fig 5.1 and Fig 5.2 show the simulation results where red and green color nodes indicate

representative and non-representative nodes respectively. The Voronoi partitioning of

the network using different Rcorr (i.e., 9 m, 14 m, 20 m) is shown in Fig 5.1. It can

be seen that the correlated sub-regions spread out when the Rcorr value increases from

Rcorr = 9 m to Rcorr = 20 m. So the number of representative nodes decrease with an

increase of Rcorr. Hence a reduced number of nodes can represent the whole network

leading to significant energy saving for a given large value of Rcorr.

For different values of correlation threshold ξ, Fig 5.2 shows Voronoi partitioning

into correlated sub-regions. It can be observed from the figure that as the correlation

threshold ξ increases, the number of representative nodes increase due to the shrinking

sub-regions. Inversely, with a decreased value of ξ, the correlated sub-regions spread

out, thus leading to a lesser amount of energy consumption due to the lesser number of

representative nodes. A larger value of ξ means shrinking of the size of correlated regions

and, in turn, a larger number of representative nodes, since there is one for each region.
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Figure 5.1: Region divided into correlated sub-regions by Voronoi partitioning for different
Rcorr , given ξ = 0.21, where green sensors and red sensors show correlated nodes and rep-
resentative nodes in its sub-region respectively.
(a) 200 sensors are randomly distributed with θ = 7 m which is partitioned into correlated
regions of size, Rcorr = 9 m
(b) 200 sensors are randomly distributed with θ = 22 m (i.e. Rcorr = 14 m)
(c) 200 sensors are randomly distributed with θ = 32 m (i.e. Rcorr = 20 m)
(d) 200 sensors are uniformly distributed with θ = 1.5 m (i.e., Rcorr = 2.16 m).
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Figure 5.2: Region divided into correlated sub-regions by the voronoi partitioning for
different correlation threshold ξ, given total 200 sensors with θ = 15, where green sensors
and red sensors show correlated nodes and representative nodes respectively.
(a) The correlation threshold, ξ = 0.21 (i.e., Rcorr = 10 m)
(b) The correlation threshold, ξ = 0.51 (i.e., Rcorr = 5.81 m)
(c) The correlation threshold, ξ = 0.82 (i.e., Rcorr = 2.16 )
(d) 800 sensor nodes distribution with correlation threshold, ξ = 0.82 (i.e., Rcorr =
2.16 m).
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So almost every node becomes active to represent the region when ξ goes down. This

leads to higher energy consumption in the network.

Based on these observations, energy consumption can be improved to an optimum

level by fine-tuning the parameter ξ, so that just the required number of representative

nodes can provide reliable data collection with minimum redundancy. It is also observed

from Fig 5.1 that different sensing ranges (i.e., ϑ) corresponding to different sized event

areas will have different numbers of representative nodes which need to be activated in

the network. So, further energy optimization can be achieved according to different sized

event areas which depend on the features of the events and the sensor hardware.

round

node selection
clustering

data collection

time

set-up steady-state

Figure 5.3: Timeline of Pre-selected N-LEACH

Based on observations from the above results, a new protocol, PS-NLEACH is pro-

posed which is an extension of N-LEACH [102]. The idea is similar to the protocol given

in [17], but we used different sensing framework here. Using proposed sensing frame-

work, the selection of representative nodes can be decided according to the sensing range

and the desired data resolution as per application requirements. In our PS-NLEACH,

the representative node selection phase is inserted into the set-up phase just before the

cluster formation phase as shown in Fig. 5.3. Initially, a base station broadcasts Rcorr

values to all the nodes according to a pre-defined required reliability. At the beginning of

all rounds, the selection phase of representative nodes starts before the actual procedure

of LEACH or N-LEACH. The steps are the following:

Step-1: For the given requirements of the application, the Rcorr is pre-determined
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Figure 5.4: N-LEACH Algorithm Flowchart.

according to the sensing range and the desired data resolution. The sink broadcasts Rcorr

to all nodes in the sensor field.

Step-2: Each node adjusts its transmission power according to Rcorr, so that only the

correlation region is covered.

Step-3: To select a representative node in the correlation region, each node performs

a carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA MAC) protocol by broadcasting a short packet

header. If a node is successful in transmitting this packet, it would be the winner and

hence will be the representative node in the current round. If other nodes overhear this

packet, it means they are within correlation region of the selected representative node

which has won the channel first. So they quit from data transmission in the current round

and go to sleep.

Step-4: After the representative node selection phase, the N-LEACH procedure is

executed to select the cluster heads among all the awake nodes (i.e. pre-selected nodes).

Then, the data-collection procedure starts according to the actual routing operation of
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LEACH. A complete procedure of N-LEACH is described in [102] and the flowchart is

shown in Fig. 5.4.

In this way, the representative nodes, named as the pre-selected nodes based on spa-

tial correlation, avoid the transfer of redundant data to the sink. A complete flowchart

of the proposed Pre-selected N-LEACH is shown in Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.6 shows how dif-

ferent representative nodes are selected in each round using PS-NLEACH that are Rcorr

distance away from other representative nodes.

START

If Node is alive
E > 0

If G < 0
&

satisfy T

Work as Cluster Head 
Increase G by (n/k)*N

Round = Round+1

Is
this (n/k)th 

round ?

Decrease G 
by 1 if G >=0

Next Round

END

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Round 1
Set G = -1 to all nodes

Adjust transmit Power
by Rcorr to all nodes

Select a Pre-selected node
to be active within

every regions using CSMA

n

Figure 5.5: Proposed Pre-selected N-LEACH algorithm Flowchart.
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5.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

In this section, the simulation results using the proposed Pre-selected N-LEACH pro-

tocol are discussed to evaluate the performance. In the MATLAB simulation tool written

by us, a total of 500 sensor nodes are deployed randomly in 100 × 100 square meters

area. The sink node is located at the centroid of the given area. Results are produced by

comparing the proposed protocol with the existing routing protocols.
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Figure 5.6: Correlated member nodes selected by their representatives during ith and
(i+ 1)th rounds using Pre-Selected N-LEACH. A connected line shows the members con-
nected with the representative node in the plots.

Table 5.1: Total operational rounds for different protocols until alive node left
are given as in top row.

❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤Protocols
total alive nodes

499 450 250 0

N-LEACH [88] 60 100 200 258
PS-NLEACH with Rcorr = 14 m 65 200 700 1800
PS-NLEACH with Rcorr = 18 m 77 400 1560 3691
PS-NLEACH with Rcorr = 24 m 128 1000 3500 17893
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Figure 5.7: The number of nodes remaining alive over the rounds in a
sensor network for different protocols.

5.3.1 Energy Model

In the simulations, the same radio model and energy parameters are used as discussed

in [25], which indicates that if a node transmits k number of bits, the energy consumption

in transmission will be

ETX(k, d) = ETX−elec(k) + Eamp(k, d),

=





k.Eelec + k.Efsd
2 if d < d0;

k.Eelec + k.Empd
4 if d > d0,

(5.2)

and the energy used in the reception will be

ERX(k) = ERX−elec(k) = k.Eelec. (5.3)
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Figure 5.8: Contour plots showing residual energy of nodes distributed over the region,
for 400 sensors with θ = 15, Rcorr = 10 m. The color bars show residual energy of
nodes for given initial energy = 1 joule.
(a) After 40 rounds first node has died
(b) After 650 rounds, 50 % nodes have died
(c) After 1158 rounds, 80 % nodes have died
(d) Using N-LEACH, after 105 rounds, 50 % nodes are died.

Here, Eelec is the energy consumed in radio electronics for transmission and reception.

The consumed amplifier energy, Eamp for ‘free space (fs) loss’ and ‘multi-path (mp)

loss’ models is Efsd
2 and Empd

4 respectively. The values of radio parameters are set as

Eelec = 50 nJ/bit, Efs = 10 pJ/bit/m2, Emp = 0.0013 pJ/bit/m4 and d0 = 87 m.

5.3.2 Simulation Results

Fig 5.7 shows the number of live nodes (still retaining some battery power) over the

simulation time. It can be seen from the plot that the life-span of a WSN using PS-
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NLEACH is nearly 4 times longer than that of N-LEACH for Rcorr = 14 m and 6 times

longer for Rcorr = 24 m. For example, when a total of 450 nodes remain viable in the

network, N-LEACH completes a total of 100 rounds while for the same number of viable

nodes, PS-NLEACH achieves a total of 200 rounds with Rcorr = 14 m and 1000 rounds

with Rcorr = 24 m. Similarly, by the time a network is completely dead, the N-LEACH

completes a total of 225 rounds while the PS-NLEACH achieves a total of 1800 rounds

with Rcorr = 14 m and 17893 rounds with Rcorr = 24 m. The results of the plot in

Fig 5.7 are summarized in Table 5.1.

In PS-NLEACH, after the node selection phase during each round, only the represen-

tative nodes remain active while non-representative nodes go to sleep. So the number of

active nodes is much lesser than that of LEACH. Therefore, the amount of energy con-

sumption will reduce, and in turn the network’s life-span will increase. It is also seen in

Fig 5.7 that as the value of Rcorr increases, the number of representative nodes decreases,

which will lead to a further increased life-span of the network. Since power of the nodes

is adapted according to Rcorr, the PS-NLEACH further reduces the power consumption

of the nodes. Consequently, it is shown from Figs. 5.1, 5.2 and 5.7 that the life-span of

the network gets longer with an increase of Rcorr, because the number of representative

nodes decreases; thus, fewer collisions and lesser redundancy in data would lead to more

energy savings.

It is shown by the contour plots given in Fig 5.8 that the energy consumption is quite

balanced throughout the network. The plots indicate balanced energy consumption over

the simulation time as shown by the distribution of the residual energy of nodes. It is also

seen from Fig 5.6 that the representative nodes and the non-representative members in

their sub-regions are chosen differently in every round using the proposed PS-NLEACH

algorithm. Hence, the balanced energy consumption can be achieved.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a correlation-based LEACH i.e. PS-NLEACH is proposed that ex-

ploits the concept of spatial correlation during data collection. Motivated by the frame-

work and node selection algorithm developed in Chapter 3, the proposed protocol divides

the entire sensor field into several correlated sub-regions and selects a subset of nodes as

the representatives of the regions. In each round, only the representative nodes collect

data using the dynamic clustering protocol. Simulation results show that PS-NLEACH

reduces the energy consumption of the nodes and increases the life-span of the system

with the desired resolution in data (i.e., using the correlation threshold). Result analysis

using two new parameters Rcorr and ξ has been discussed in this chapter to achieve the

required data resolution which is the function of the number of nodes representing the

network.
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Conclusions and Future work

In this Chapter, the main contributions and limitations of the research work presented

in this thesis are highlighted. Finally, the scope for the future work has also been pre-

sented.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

To summarize, the main contributions of the thesis are as follows.

• Development of model for spatial correlation of reported data collected by the sink

from reporting nodes detecting the same event. The correlation model has been

analysed, evaluated and varified using simulations. Further, MAC and routing

protocols has also been proposed based on this framework.

• Investigation of node selection techniques which exploit the spatial correlation

without compromising the quality of received information and its use for efficient

design of communication protocols for EWSNs.

• Derivation of a new distortion function which gives the relationship between the
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quality of information (i.e., information reliability) and the number of reporting

nodes.

• Development of Event-MAC protocol to address the problems of correlated event

reporting and generated collision-prone traffic when the correlated nodes detect

the same event. Event-MAC protocol uses the outcome of the proposed model

framework for reducing collisions.

• Development of Pre-Selected NLEACH algorithm based on model framework for

correlation-based efficient data collection in WSNs.

6.2 Important Findings

In Chapter 3, a basic correlation model has been introduced to represent the corre-

lation characteristics between Omni-directional sensor nodes in WSNs. Inspired by the

model framework via numerical analysis, simulation results and discussions, following

conclusions have been drawn at the both the MAC and Network layers:

• At the network layers, the densely deployed WSN can be partitioned into non-

overlapping correlated clusters of nodes by the use of proposed GCC algorithm.

• One can achieve required event reliability through proper tuning of ϑ and ξ, i.e.,

both the sensing range and the correlation threshold for reliable data delivery if the

distribution of node is considered to be fixed for a given period of time.

• For the estimation of the event source, the optimum node density within the event

area can be found for the maximum observed event distortion. An optimal value of

minimum reporting nodes can be determined through proper tuning of ϑ for given

Dmax as per the application requirement.
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In Chapter 4, introducing the idea of collision-free channel access in the influencing

region only, Event-MAC accomplishes the following:

• Event-MAC mitigates the effects of collisions and over-hearing by using local

TDMA scheduling in the influencing region of the event. In addition, correlation

based decision on node selection and prioritized scheduling provides QoS in the

event reporting for EWSNs. Thus, based on correlation and priorities, the mini-

mum distortion using lesser number of reporting nodes is achieved by Event-MAC

where the sink collects reports only from nodes closer to the event.

• Upon occurrence of an event, a node will switch over to TDMA scheduling mode

by running Event-MAC. So all reporting nodes within event area operate scheduled

channel access with priorities and the nodes outside the event area perform con-

tention based channel access (CSMA/CA). Thus, Event-MAC ensures collision-

free channel access and fast delivery of reports from the event area.

• Event-MAC considers priorities according to the events’ observations (i.e., the re-

ceived energy level from the event source) and network components such as packet

type, queue length, packet delay and residual energy. Thus, Event-MAC provides

low redundancy, minimum energy consumption, high packet delivery ratio, and

bounded delay for EWSNs.

Simulation experiments were conducted using NS-2, Network Simulator [95]. The

advantage of spatial correlation and prioritized scheduling in event reporting are com-

pared with the existing protocols. Comparison with other correlation-based MAC proto-

cols shows that results using Event-MAC are consistent with theoretical results on min-

imum distortion. The reason is efficient decision in node selection and node scheduling

in the event area.
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Similarly, based on proposed model framework, Pre-Selected NLEACH algorithm

has been proposed in Chapter 5. This algorithm is the modified version of popular routing

protocol LEACH [25] in WSNs. For correlation-based efficient data collection in sensor

network applications, the Pre-Selected NLEACH algorithm achieves the following.

• The proposed routing protocol exploits the concept of spatial correlation during

data collection according to node selection based on proposed model framework.

• In each round, the representative nodes do the data collection and data processing

throughout the network, while non-representative nodes switch over to the sleep

mode. Further, every node gets equal chance of being a representative node in the

network.

• There is a trade-off between the energy consumption and the information reliabil-

ity, where required information reliability is the function of the number of nodes

representing in the network.

For PS-NLEACH, the simulation experiments have been conducted using software

written in MATLAB [103]. Simulation results show that PS-NLEACH reduces the en-

ergy consumption of the nodes and increases the life-span of the system with the desired

resolution in data achieved using the appropriate correlation threshold. Almost half of

energy is conserved by using PS-NLEACH instead of simple LEACH algorithm.

6.3 Limitations

There are many limitations of protocols proposed in this thesis. The assumptions

and models used throughput the work done in the thesis are highlighted in Chapter 1.

We revisit some of the limitations here. First the proposed protocols are designed for

specific type of events only. The correlation model used with protocols needs placement
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coordinates of node and their sensing range. We have considered those events which

trigger all the nodes within a radius of sensing range. They do not trigger nodes which

are out of range irrespective of signal strength of the event. Therefore, the proposed

protocols are not suitable when node placement and sensing range are unknown.

Second, since the proposed protocols require the location information of nodes, the

network should be static. The nodes can join or leave the network and can be dead at

any point of time but nodes otherwise remain at the same location. Thus, the proposed

protocols may not work for sensor networks with mobility of nodes.

Our proposed protocols utilise the header section of the packet for storing important

information such as location, sensing range, correlation threshold value etc. When the

required reliability/fidelity is not achieved because of a change in environmental condi-

tions, users can disseminate the tuning information to the nodes in the network. However,

they can do this at the expense of additional power consumption and protocol overhead.

Finally, the proposed protocols do not support the multiple simultaneous events in

WSNs. There should be sufficient interval between any two consecutive events for work-

ing of the protocols. However, the work presented in this thesis can be extended for

sensor network with multiple events.

6.4 Future Work

Many research problems still need to be investigated based on the correlation in wire-

less sensor network. The following research directions are identified as the scope for

future work.

• For the estimation of the event source, we consider two-dimensional spatial signal

field. One can also view this problem in the context of random/irregular sampling

and thus, appropriate sampling strategies can be further investigated.
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• In event-driven sensor network applications, convergecast type communication

patterns are usually found in the network. One can assign predetermined potential

forwarders to route the reports as fast as possible from the event area. Candidate

forwarding schemes can be used with Event-MAC protocol in order to make it

suitable for time-critical events. However, it needs a cross-layer architecture to

utilize the MAC layer information in the forwarding decisions at Network layer.

• Event-MAC protocol can be extended for sensor network with multiple events.

One can identify a particular event using associated time-stamps or location infor-

mation. The multi-channel extension of Event-MAC can also be a possibility to

handle the multiple events.

• The interpolation/extrapolation techniques can also be used in the context of spatial

correlation in data for WSNs.
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AppendixA
Simulation Tools

For simulation and analytical results in this thesis, two simulation tools have been

used, the ns-2 network simulator [95] and our own simulator code written in MAT-

LAB [103]. Event-MAC protocol has been implemented using the ns-2 network sim-

ulator. A short overview of ns-2 is given in next section. MATLAB is an effective tool

to provide a technical computing environment that enables numerical computation and

data visualization. The routing protocol implementation and analytical development of

correlation framework have been done using MATLAB.

A.1 ns-2 Network Simulator – an Overview

Using the network simulator (ns-2) version 2.30 [95], the design of Event-MAC pro-

tocol has been implemented to evaluate its performance. The ns-2 is widely used standard

network simulator to simulate wired and wireless network. Its object-oriented design al-

lows easy implementation of a new protocols. Because of the popularity and availability
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as open source, larger number of different protocols have been built and contributed by

the research community as the extensions of ns-2. It is written in two languages – C++

and OTcl (Object-oriented Tool Command Language). Both the languages are linked to-

gether to provide interaction between various parameters. C++ is used to define internal

mechanism and OTcl provides user interface. In other words, C++ and OTcl handle the

data path and control path implementation respectively [104].

Wireless multi-hop networking support in ns-2 is developed by CMU Monarch group

[105]. Each wireless node module of ns-2 comprises of different components based on

the ISO network stack as shown in Fig. A.1. These components are described in next

sections. Event-MAC protocol is implemented as an extension of MACtdma module of

ns-2.

A.1.1 Wireless Node Design in ns-2

The schematic representation of a wireless node module in ns-2 [95] is shown in

Fig. A.1. The physical layer modeling is defined by PHY module which represents the

properties of radio and physical layer protocol. It includes radio interfaces, models of

receiver sensitivity and antennas. The link layer model consists of medium access control

(MAC) protocol with address resolution protocol (ARP) and interface queue (IFq). The

function of ARP is to maintain mapping between the MAC address and the IP address.

Once the MAC address of next hop is determined by ARP, the packet is queued in the

IFq. The MAC module gets packets from queue (i.e., IFq) and sends them according to

protocol operation. The network layer modeling is represented by a routing agent. At

the upper level, the classifiers are responsible to pass the packet to its final destination

sink agent or the routing agent. If the incoming packet has reached its final destination,

then it will pass from address classifier to port classifier for delivering it to the sink agent.

Otherwise, the routing agent will handle this packet to forward it to next hop.
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Figure A.1: Schematic representation of a wireless node module in ns-2 (CMU Monarch imple-
mentation [31].

A.1.2 Event-MAC Simulation Design in ns-2

The schematic representation of Event-MAC simulation design is shown in Fig. A.2.

Event-MAC is implemented as an extension of MACtdma module of ns-2. The compo-

nents used in Event-MAC simulation are described as follows.

PHY module: The PHY modules of all sensor nodes are connected to a common

wireless channel. A common propagation model is also linked to PHY module to cal-

culate the received power of a incoming packet. The downtarget and uptarget objects

provide the interface between all ISO components of a sensor node. Two functions send

and recv are implemented using downtarget and uptarget objects respectively. These

functions are used to pass the packet between PHY and Channel as well as between PHY

and MAC. When a sender node transmits a packet on the channel, it stores packet in-

formation such as transmitted power, location of the node in the header section of the
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Figure A.2: Event-MAC Simulation design in ns-2.

packet. PHY module then triggers an event for transmission. Wireless channel module

receives the packet and passes it to all other PHY modules. Upon notification of this

event, PHY module passes necessary packet information such as transmitted power to

the Propagation model. The Propagation model then calculates the received power of

the packet and passes this value to all other PHY modules. PHY modules of other sen-

sor nodes discard this packet if the received power is lower than the predefined carrier

sense threshold power. Otherwise, the packet is delivered to MACtdma module and then

Event-MAC module for further processing.
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MACtdma module: MACtdma module is implemented in ns-2 as a simple TDMA

protocol. It is preamble-based centralized TDMA protocol (see ns-2 user manual [106]).

For each node in the network, different time slots are allocated to send and receive the

packets. A TDMA superframe is composed of many time slots that depends on the num-

ber of nodes in the network. A TDMA superframe is divided into preamble and data

transmission slots. Within preamble, each node has its own slot to broadcast the destina-

tion ID of outgoing packet. Other nodes listen this information in preamble and record

the time for receiving the packets. Event-MAC utilizes the TDMA frame structure of

MACtdma module. The Event-MAC protocol combines the TDMA with CSMA/CA

scheme. So it uses RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK mechanism of MAC802.11 with MACtdma

module in ns-2. Since TDMA operation is activated by an event using Event-MAC, the

modified version of MACtdma will run inside the event area when an event occurs.

Propagation model: There are three types of Propagation models implemented in

ns-2. These are two-ray, free space and shadowing model. It has been shown by Rappa-

port [107] that two-ray model gives more accurate prediction at a long distance than the

free space model. So two-ray ground model is used in all our simulations. The received

power at the distance d is given by.

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrh

2
th

2
r

d4
. (A.1)

Where,

Pr(d) is the received power at the given transmitter-receiver distance,

Pt is the transmission power,

Gt is the antenna gain of the transmitter,

Gr is the antenna gain of the receiver,

ht is the height of transmitting antenna above ground,

hr is the height of receiving antenna above ground,
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Table A.1: Simulation Parameters

ns2 energy model EnergyModel used
in NS2 [95]

Event sensing range 400 unit

Initial power 100 J Transmission range 200 unit
Tx power 66 mW Event generation interval 50 s
Rx power 39 mW Carrier Sensing range 550 unit
Idle power 35 mW Size of RTS/CTS/ACK 10 B
Bandwidth 20 Kbps Correlation radius 50 m
DIFS 10ms Size of Data 100 B
SIFS 5ms Contention Window 64 ms
Retry Limit 5 Duty Cycle 5 %

d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver.

Energy Model: ns-2 provides a module for the energy model to maintain total en-

ergy in the simulation. Using the energy model module, the energy consumption (in

Watts) details at a given time are stored in ns-trace file. These are power consumption in

SLEEP and IDLE state as well as consumption in transmitting and receiving the packets.

Table A.1 shows the default parameters used in the simulations.

A.1.3 RCET model design in ns-2

In the ns-2 network simulator, the Random Correlated Event traffic (RCET) model [85]

has been created to simulate bursty traffic triggered by spatially correlated nodes within

an event area, commonly observed in event-driven applications such as detection, track-

ing etc. Let an event area be a round region of radius Rc with center at (x, y) location

in two-dimensional plane. The nodes within the circular area of radius Rc are allowed to

be activated for generating the traffic (i.e. UDP packets). All the UDP packets are routed

to the sink via intermediate nodes. The sink node is placed at one of the corners of the

network. For an occurring event, the RCET model picks a random point at (x, y) location

within the given simulation area. Only the nodes inside the Rc-radius around (x, y) are
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the potential UDP sources for event reporting. Since the simulations are performed for

occurrance of many events, the minimum interval between two consecutive events is set

to 50 seconds. The maximum duration between two consecutive events is 100 seconds.



AppendixB
Correlation function Kϑ(.)

B.1 Sample results

The results for correlation model for θ = 18 (i.e., sensing range, r = 9) using same

scenario as given in section 3.2.2, are shown in Table B.1.

B.2 C-INS algorithm using Kϑ(.)

The correlation function Kϑ(.) can be used as a model of spatial correlation in ex-

isting MAC and routing protocols in event-driven WSNs. Based on correlation function

Kϑ(.), a Correlation-based Iterative Node Selection (C-INS) algorithm is used (Algorithm

1B) to determine the least correlated nodes as representative nodes within an event area

that exploit the spatial correlation. In C-INS algorithm, N denotes a set of reporting

nodes inside the event area and Kθ{Ni, Nj} is the correlation co-efficient between node

114
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Table B.1: Simulation Results using Correlation Model

Nodes Separation
distance
(m)

Correlation
Coefficient

Nodes Separation
distance
(m)

Correlation
Coefficient

n2, n5 15.8441 0.04891 n5, n3 5.2761 0.6322
n4, n1 19.1921 0 n9, n14 17.3858 0.0075
n7, n3 0.7142 0.9495 n12, n15 11.5941 0.2408
n5, n3 16.9826 0.0160 n11, n17 10.9972 0.2737
n9, n14 15.844 0.0489 n2, n5 2.8991 0.7958
n12, n15 18.6793 0 n4, n1 12.4411 0.1962
n11, n17 6.0605 0.5137 n7, n3 10.2650 0.3154
n2, n5 6.5541 0.5468 n4, n1 9.8173 0.3417
n4, n1 0.7124 0.8791 n7, n3 9.7851 0.3436
n7, n3 3.9224 0.7251 n5, n3 6.7544 0.5337
n5, n3 17.8183 0.00121 n9, n14 15.6050 0.0571
n9, n14 10.944 0.2766 n12, n15 7.7948 0.4664
n12, n15 1.6887 0.8807 n11, n17 11.5042 0.2457

Ni and Nj given by our proposed correlation function.

B.3 Comparative analysis using C-INS algorithm1

The simulation scenario contains 49 nodes grid network distributed into 2000 ×

2000 m2 area. A random event will be generated after a fixed time interval (i.e. ev-

ery 100 sec.) using RCET model as introduced in Chapter 2. Total N nodes will be

activated to transmit reports about an event to the base station (i.e., sink node). The least

correlated reporting nodes (i.e. M ) out of N nodes are selected inside the event area

using the proposed correlation model. Except for the networking parameters discussed

in Chapter 2, we have used default settings as used for evaluations of CC-MAC, RMAC,

RI-MAC, and DW-MAC by the respective authors. In NS-2, we have simulated CC-

MAC [14], RMAC [108], RI-MAC [109], and DW-MAC [51] to show the efficiency of

1R.K.Shakya, Y.N.Singh, and N.K.Verma, “A Correlation Model for MAC Protocols in Event-driven Wire-
less Sensor Networks”, In Proc. of the 2012 IEEE Region 10 Conference, IEEE TENCON 2012, pp. 1–6,
November 2012.
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Algorithm 1B Correlation-based Iterative Node Selection (C-INS)

S = NodeSelectCorr({N1, N2, ...}, {Kθ(.)}N∗N ,M)
begin
S={∅},N = {N1, N2, ...},Kθ{Ni, Nj} = Kθ(i, j).
Find the (Ni, Nj) = argminNi,Nj∈N {Kθ(Ni, Nj)};
/*Find the least correlated pair of nodes.*/
Add the corresponding Ni and Nj into S.
if M > 2 then

for k = 1 to M − 2 do

Nm = argmin
Nm∈N ,Nm /∈S

{Kθ(Nm, S)};

Add Nm into S.
end for

end if
return S = {N1, N2, ..., NM}
end

our correlation model in terms of energy and latency for event-driven workload. These

protocols are either contention based or contention based combined with scheduling for

WSNs. We first simulated RCET model to determine the total reporting nodes (i.e. N )

inside an event area according to an event trigger. We then apply our correlation model to

determine the least correlated reporting nodes (i.e. M ) using Algorithm-I with θ = 140

meters.

Figs. B.1(a) and B.1(b) show the end-to-end event latency corresponding to number

of reporting nodes (achieved by varying the event radius). Basically it is the average time

required to report an event. In other words, event latency is the time required to send

all UDP packets generated by the nodes which are located inside an event area. On an

average 637.45 packets are generated for an event. It is shown that CC-MAC achieves

low latency compared to other protocols in both cases because it is minor modification

of IEEE 802.11 without duty-cycle mode and forwarding of packets is done based on

priority handled by E-MAC. In the case of least correlated reporting nodes (see Fig.

B.1(b)), event latency has been reduced to 20 - 40 % for all the protocols because of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure B.1: Average time required to report an event ((a) without using correlation model
and (b) using correlation model), average amount of energy consumed by the network to
transmit an event ((c) without using correlation model and (d) using correlation model).
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reduction of number of reporting nodes to M based on the location. It decreases the

traffic and hence correlated contention is minimized.

Figs. B.1(c) and B.1(d) show the average amount of energy consumed per unit time

for an event by varying number of reporting nodes (i.e., varying the event radius). We can

see the impact of reporting nodes on energy consumption due to increased traffic load.

With our correlation model, energy consumption is obviously reduced as lesser number

of nodes (M ) are selected for same scenario taking spatial correlation into consideration.

Hence, we see that energy consumption and event latency both are reduced by exploiting

the spatial correlation.



AppendixC
Derivation for distortion function,

DE(N,M)

The estimated value, Ŝi using Equation (3.19) is simplified as

Ŝi = E[Si] +
E[SiXi]− E[Si]E[Xi]

E[X2
i ]− E[Xi]E[Xi]

�
Xi − E[Xi]

�
. (C.1)

Here, the following properties are assumed to be true.

Xi = Si +Ni,

E[Si] = mi, Var[Si] = σ2
S , Var[Ni] = σ2

N , i = 1, 2, ...N,
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and

E(a2) = [E(a)]2 + Var(a), E(ab) = Cov(a, b) + E(a)E(b),

Var(kc) = k2Var(c), E(kc) = kE(c), where k is constant,

Var(
N�

i=1

ai) =
N�

i=1

Var(ai) +
N�

i=1

N�

j=1
j �=i

Cov{ai, aj},

Cov
®

N�
i=1

kiai,
M�
j=1

kjaj

´
=

N�

i=1

M�

j=1
j �=i

kikjCov{ai, aj}.

(C.2)

Hence,

E[SiXi] = σ2
S +m2

i ,

E[X2
i ] = m2

i + σ2
S + σ2

N .
(C.3)

Using Equation (C.3), Equation (C.1) can be simplified as

Ŝi =
σ2
Nmi + σ2

S(Si +Ni)

(σ2
S + σ2

N )
. (C.4)

Now, the calculation of distortion DE(N,M) is given by Equation (3.22) as

DE(N,M) = E
ï�

S(N)− Ŝ(M)

�2
ò
, (C.5)

where,

S(N) =
(1+R2

c)
N

N�
i=1

Si, Ŝ(M) =
(1+R2

c)
M

M�
i=1

Ŝi. (C.6)

Now, Equation (C.5), using Equation (C.6) can be given as

DE(N,M) = E
ï �

Y1 − Y2

�2
ò

=
(1+R2

c)
2

N2 E[Y 2
1 ]� �� �

(I)

+
(1+R2

c)
2

M2 E[Y 2
2 ]� �� �

(II)

− (1+R2
c)

2

NM 2E[Y1Y2]� �� �
(III)

,
(C.7)
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where,

Y1 =
N�
i=1

Si, Y2 =
M�
i=1

Ŝi. (C.8)

(I) = E[Y 2
1 ] = Var(Y1) + [E(Y1)]

2
, (C.9)

(II) = E[Y 2
2 ] = Var(Y2) + [E(Y2)]

2
, (C.10)

(III) = 2E[Y1Y2] = 2Cov(Y1, Y2) + 2E(Y1)E(Y2). (C.11)

Now, Equation (C.9) can be simplified using Equation (C.2) as

(I) = Var{
N�
i=1

Si}+ {E[
N�
i=1

Si]}2

=
N�
i=1

Var{Si}+
N�
i=1

�N
j=1
j �=i

Cov{Si, Sj}+
N�
i=1

m2
i

=
N�
i=1

σ2
S +

N�
i=1

�N
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j)
�

Var{Si}Var{Sj}+
N�
i=1

m2
i

= Nσ2
S + σ2

S

N�
i=1

�N
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j) +
N�
i=1

m2
i ,

(C.12)

Equation (C.10) can be simplified using Equations (C.2) and (C.4) as

(II) = Var{
M�
i=1

Ŝi}+ {E[
M�
i=1

Ŝi]}2

=
M�
i=1

Var{Ŝi}+
M�
i=1

�M
j=1
j �=i

Cov{Ŝi, Ŝj}+
M�
i=1

m2
i

=
M�
i=1

σ4
S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)
+

M�
i=1

�M
j=1
j �=i

ρ(i,j)

»
Var{Ŝi}Var{Ŝj}+

M�
i=1

m2
i

=
Mσ4

S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)
+

σ6
S

(σ2
S
+σ2

N
)2

M�
i=1

�M
j=1
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ρ(i,j) +
M�
i=1

m2
i ,

(C.13)

and Equation (C.11) can be simplified using Equations (C.2) and (C.4) as
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(III) = 2Cov
®
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´
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Thus, expanding Equation (C.7), using Equations (C.7), (C.12), (C.13) and (C.14),

DE(N,M) =
(1 +R2

c)
2

M2

Å
Mσ4

S

(σ2
S
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N
)
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